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"MO
JUDGE JAMES BREATHI7 T IS SPEAKING
IN MARSHALL COUNTY THIS AFTERNOON
ACTORS STRANDED,
AT MAYFIELD ;IRE
IN SORE STRAITS
Benton, Ky., Sept. 19. (Spectate—
Farmers from all sections of Mar-
shall county, augmented into an im-
posing crowd by many Benton citi-
zens of all political parties, were at-
tracted to the court house this after-
noon, where Judge James Breathitt,
of Hopkinsville, Republican candi-
date for attorney general, is deliver-
ing one of the telling speeches of the
campaign.
Judge Breathitt, who is one of the
most forceful, as well as logicaliond
)101111 bet s of Saatell Vandevil'e eloquept speakers In the Mate, has
many friends In this county, and hisCompany, After Brief Season, reputatiou as an orator brought out
Say They fle DeSelled by a crowd that surprised the local pell-e
ticians, considering the condition of
Manager, With Salaries See- crops. which compel strict attention
to business on the part of the farm-
eral Weeks in Arrears. ers.
COME TO 'PADUCAH Tel)ti
C.
Early theatrical companies this
season seem to be •aMicted with
shortness of funds, as the managers
of two of the three companies; which
have showed here in the past few
days have left the members of their
tompanies stranded. Yesterday's
news dispatches told of the flight
from West Point, M:ssIssippi, and
eubseouent arrest at Cairo, of Man-
ager Frank, of the Toyiand company,
%thee today several members of the
Great Santell,_ vaudeville company
came hgre from Mayfleld, where they
had been deserted. They say Stinted
left them without the formality o; a
farewells incidentally falling to pay
their salaries which were several
weeeTs in arrears. The theatrical peo-
Coming in from all directions the
farmers did not attract much atten-
tion this morning, but when they be-
gan to move toward the court house
soon after dinner, it SilS seen that
Judge Breathitt's words would be car
rled by himetearera to all parts of the
county, an( by the time the meeting
convened between 1 and 2 o'clock. the
court roinni was filled.. Republicans
here are greatly encouraged over the
reception to Judge Breathitt.
He was introduced by Poatmastee
Ford in an excellent speech, setting
forth the Republican' claims on the
support of all good citizens.
Capt. Ed Farley, of Paducah, Re-
publican candidate for state treas-
urer. went on to Murray, where he
will be joined by Judge Breathitt to-
morrow.
Twenty Boxes Sold For Horse Show.
Ida seat cepatety, were sold at pub-
:lc auction last evening at the Palmer
Hodge, leaving 40 more to be sold at
private sale. B.dding was spirited.
and a large crowd attentiedlhe sale.
Following are those who bought
boxeez
Joseph Friedman, floe choice,. $20;
J. W. Keller, second choice, $20,
Captain Harrison Watts, third choice,
$17; it. B. Phill4 fourth choice, sold at $15 and the four seat boxes
$18; Dr. 1. B. ell, fifth choke, at $10, which is reasonableeas it Mt-
$16: Dow Wilco'.. Ben \Verne, LW ores only 62 1-2 cents, a spat foe
vitteM. Flournoy, 1 D. NVil(-ozelered each performenee. '
Teem) thieve boxes, each with a Wade. J. H. Rut!), E. (1. Boone, R. ri•
PhilLoe, Louis Rieke, Jr.. Dr. Will
Owen, W. M. Fiteke, Saunders A.
Fowler, Frank Davis. A. S. Thomp-
son and Horace•Shinn.
The diagram showing the boxes re-
maining to be sold has been placed
at Will J. Wherein drug store and
will be sold at private sales. A great
many were sold today, and these
wishing one will do well - to order it
at once. The six seat boxes will be
ple who were left at Mayfield say that
Mantel' had no legitimate reason fey FARMERS ENJOYhis action in deserting the company
as they had been playing to good bus-
iness and making money. The en- BIG INSTITUTEgagement at Mayfield was ter a "two
night stand'' and a good crowd Was
first out at the performance. In Pa-
ducah the company played three
nights with fair business. The McCracken County Fanners'
Santee: Is believed to have gone to INititui,g. at Mason Hirt', is creating
Memphis from Mayfield, althoughigsneral interest among fermiers, and
Isis baggage was checked to Chiramelis largely attended. It began yester-
and the members of the companywho day ant will end this afternoon late.
were et Padusith lodes, will go to DM P. L. Hembree-gin of elexar.
Chicago and get attachments for the Mills, was elected presidept and D.
Mtge:tee if they can beat Santell W. Coons. of Paducah. 'het retare•
there. Yrstertley afternoon speches were
The company was organised at made ty Mr. John Allen, of Guthrie,
Evansville and the majority of Um Ky.. on dark tobacco and its culture,
performers are Evansville people. and Secretary Coons, of the Commer-
The names of. those who came to
Paducah this morning were: Harold
Ulrich. Paul Maxwell, Charles Cam-
eron. Harry Toledo. Miss Cecil Mae.
and Paul. Charles and Harry Lenin-
ger.
Alleged 1114Malegetert4 Arrested,
Aaron Tilley and John Hiegel
were arrested yesterday efternoon by
Dewey U. S. Hershel Wade Brown
on (-Large of selling intoxicating n-
kmor at the fair grestinds August
without a government license. They
'told pale a:e and other like beverages
alleged to be non-intoxicating They
gave bond for appearance Monday be-
fore Commissioner W. A. Gardner.
dal club, talked on the immigration
and good roads convention. Three
speakers from Zanesville. Ohio, are
on the program. Mr. Strode spoke
on apple culture, Mr. :Mender on al-
falfa and Mr. McIntire on breeding
cattle.
This afternoon Mr. Coons is again
in attmulance and will deliver a oeci
ond talk In the interest of good
roads and immigration convention.
Builders Organize.
Preliminary steps towards reor-
ganization of the Paducah builders'
association, were taken last night at
a meming of thirty-five contractors
and sub-contractors at Ile South
Fourth stret. A committe was ap-
Lore Feted of Red Men, pointed to revise by-laws and rules
Otego tribe of Red Men will meet-and regulations, to make them eon-
leriday evening and hold a love feast form with rules and by laws of sine
deritrg which L. L. Helmut. Padu- lar associations In other cities. Copies
nate% delterele to the national conven- of by-laes from other assoelations
tion of Red Men at Jamestown, will are in the hands of the committee.
report.
CLUB SEEKS SECRETARY
With many expressions, of regret
the resignation of D. W. Coons, sec-
retary of the Commercial club, was
accepted by the direetors of the or-
ganization last night. Once before
he .resigned but reconsidered wh
importuned. A ctonnettee, with Mr
Sol Dreyfuss, as chairman, will pre
sentztWable resolutions, expressing
the sentiment of Mr. ("loons' co-work-
ers. The club is adveresing for a
secretary, the selectiOn to be made
next Wednesday.
4LL CHARGED WITH GAMING
Duck Mount, Jeff Elrod, Charles
Slaughter, Aaron Tilley and Sam
Vickers. were arrested today and re-
leased on bond for their appearanee
In police court to anewer to the
tharge of gaming. They are alleged
to have gambled in a warehouse, and
cfne of the number is said to have
dropped $40-0,
BROOKPORT HOUSE BURNS
Bruoltport,1:1., Sept. 19 --(Special)
---A detective flue, caused ebe de-
steiction by fee thins morning at S.
O'clock. of theeleao story frame Minn,
of D. W. Russell in the easterh par,
of town. The house was situated
next to the reeseret Dark and *was
valued at
OKLAHOMA IS DEMOCRATIC
Oklahoma City, Sept. t9.—Incone
plete returns front Oklahoma's first
state election emelt to a victory for
the Democratic party, with an over-
whelming vete in favor of the consti-
tution and a safe majority-for Prohi-
bition.
Chairman Thompson, of the Demo
cratic campaign committeoclaints the
election of Charles S. Haskell. of
Muskogee, formerly of Ohio, for gov
ernor, by a majority Qf between 30,-
000 and 40,000.
Prohibition will carry by 40,000.
Four of the five congressnmn elect-
ed are Democrats. former Delegate
Bird S. MeGuire being the only Re-
im-Miran nominee for coygress to be
elected.
Body -*Shipped. ,
The body of Walter White, of
Florence. Ala., who died in Riverside
hospital Saturday a heart trouble.
was shipped home this morning. A
telegram authorizing shipmen of the
corpse was received last night from
the young man's mother. The body
had been held by Guy Nance & Son.
A mistake in the town was first made.
It being stated he lived in Florence,
S. C.
Standard DisCloseen Tactics.
New York, Sept. 19.- John G. Mil-
born served notice on the government
in the closing hoer of today's *mien
of .the..Standard On. Inetestigatiou,
that the trust will ()Meet totne intro-
duction of any testimony bearing up-
on acts committed .prior to July 2,
1,390; the date that the letterman awe-
trust law went into effect.
1
Twenty prise winners from the
Has o stable In Murray., Ky.. will tie
ientered In Padticah horse show
fevents, swelling the list of entries to
tnoee than Milt horses. Where all
horses will be paced Ls botherang
promoters of the combine11. horse
show and fall races, and an appeal to
residents for the use of private sta-
bles have been *et out again.
E. H. Halley, of Murray. who last
year and the year before took several
of the big prizes in horse show
events, intends to "make 'em sit up
arid take notice" this year. He has
been "hieing" for the horse show and
will have twenty Akar entries for the
judges to puzzle ?Her. He telephoned
this information last night.
Entries are coming in fast, now
that the horse show and races are
near at hand, and both Mr. Fendol
Burnett and Oeorge Goodman. who
have charge of bookinie_ are head
over heels In work, answerlug letters
by the score, and detailing informs-
tinn desired from many states.
POPULAR YOUNG FOLKS
UNITED AT LONE OAK
Mr John M. C:ark, of this clty.and
Miss Minnie Foster, of near Maseac,
were married at Lone Oak last even-
ing at 7:30 cesloce by Rev. ,T. B.
Rouse. Mr. Clark l's a brother of Mr.
U. H. Clark, chief clerk to Master
Mechanic -R. E. Fulmer, of the 1111-
noel Central, and is a young man well
known and popular in a wide cirele
of friends. Miss Foster js_ the daugh-
ter of a prominent. McCracken county
farmer, a well known_ and generally
liked.eThey will reside in Paducah.
Mr. Clark is employed in the Illinois
Central machine shops and has been
a reildent of Paducah for several
years.
Little Girl Saves Her Life.
Thrown from her mount, little
Ruth Parkins, 12 years old, retained
presence of mind enough to kjce her-
self itwaN‘ from the horse she had
been riding, and escaped probably
fatal injuries last evening at dusk at
Bridge and Clements 'street in Me-
chanicsburg. Miss Parkins is a daugh-
ter of Mrs. Albert Parkins, a widow,
residing in Farley Place. She did not
escape entirely. Her right arm was
stepped on and crushed. Dr. Carl M.
Sears dressed the injury.
Firemen Rewarded,
For the!,- good work In fighting
the tire which gutted the top story
of the J. N. White building, occu-
pied by the Scott-Hardware company
slid L. W. Henneberger & company
firma, members of the cite fire depart
ment received a check for $150 from
Captain White, of Nashville, to le
distributed equally among them.
Two efoonshineve Disagree.
Mayktug, Ky.. Sept. 19.—In 'a (De-
pute over the poseession of a moon-
ship. still on top' of the Curnberlann
moutitsins, Will Allen shot and fatal-
ly *minded John Waleon, his part-
Der.
TWENTY WINNERS -
GRAND JURORS ARE 'FORMER TURNKEY HOWLE
COMPLIMENTED FOR INDICTED BY GRAND JURY.
RAPIDITY OF WORK
After reporting el eldicturents at
10.30 o'clock tills morning.and re-
porting the jail 11743We:411T condition,
the grand jury was finelly discharged
by Circuit judge M. Reed, highly
complimented by .he temt for the
dispatch and vast smeunt of busi-
ness transacted In the 1.ort time it
was In session. It a‘-cornplighed
more thein any othel germ! jury for
many years, returiese during its 14
days work 112 'tenements ttnd 11
minutes of the extant:rime court mark-
ed "dismissed."
Out of the 54 indiciments return-
ed this morning, only u few are given
out for publication. They foliose
Minutes of the examlning court
marked "dismissed" were returned
aa follows: Abe Thompson, assisting
a girl under 16 to cuter a house of
prostitution; ,E. 0. Thomas, two
charges, for forgery -and obtaining
money by false preteoses; Boyd Man-
uel, breeach of peace T N. Letcher,
converting $175 ot 1.ula White's
money to his own le . Frank Hayes,
converting $152 it May Averitt's
money to his own tr,
Indictments----Mierey Howie, will-
ful neglect of 0111(1; I duty; Jimmie
Taylor, malicious sti.oting with in-
tent to kill; Ed Kin:. Robert Buck-
ner, breaking into east Clark's Aro-
cern Jonas Smith. isiii.clously shoot-
ing W. W. (Pete) G tpiou at Wallace
park; Toni Vincent, grand larceny,
steeling $28 from %. H. Jones.
Judge Reed 'will emtence several
priinohers.tentorrow intoning. In re-
gard to the Hugh Boyle cases, he
stated he does not know when he will
feel like hearing-. a rv wilco:, He von
aoLadjoure couei. Indere Saturday.
FOR HORSE SHOW POLICE CHARGED
WITH ROBBERY IN
ONE INDICTMENT
indii Intents charging robbery were
returned this morning by the grand
jury agrensit Patrolmen Will Orr and
Jed( Sanders. Orr is now lying in
bed ill of stomach trouble. while San-
ders is working at his trade of see,
carpenter. Complaining wee.
against them are negroes who there,
they took from Will Brown $3.50 and
from John Harris- 40 cents. The Pros-
ecuting witnesses say several months
ago they were coming from Union
Station when at Eleventh and Cald-
well streets, they were stopped by
two men, eine of teem. wessetme a me-
lleennanes uniform and a star and
armed with a club, while the other
carried a gate
At the police station a report was
made, but they fatied to-identify Pa-
trolmen Orr and Sanders, then of the
depot beat on which the robbery oc-
curred.
n her Indictments.
Many Paducah firms were indicted
for falling no have the word "incor-
porated" on their Ciente The firms
are: Farmers' and Mechanics' Sav-
ings bank, Cochran Shoe company.
Partite-eh Burial association, Globe
Bank and _Trust company, Illinois
Central .railroad, Prudential Insur-
ance company. Powell-Rogers cone
Pane. Nashville. Chattanooga & St.
Louis. PA:Iti(ah Home Telephone
company, Englert & Bryant, Rhodes-
Burford company, Dreyfugs, Well &
company, Biederman Distilling com-
pany, Harbour Pitts Shoe company,
Harbour's Department Store. First
National bank. American-German Na-
tional bank, New City Steam Laun-
dry, the Eye See Jewelry company.
American Express compiny, the Com-
monwealth 1111.41:'ance company, Lan
eingletree company. Western Union
and Adams Express company.
THE WEATHER,
71.A.1111,
Generally fair tonight and Eriday.
Not mere ?lenity In temperature.
tenieerature yesterday, 06;
leirtrei today .70.
Charged With Neglect of Duty
In Taking Prisoner Down
'Street, Where Latter Got
Into Shooting Scrape, Using
'Officers Own Pistol.
"Willful neglect of official duty" it
the charge preferred against Murray
(Bud) Howie, formerly turnkey at
the county jail, in an indictment re-
turned by the grand jury this morn-
ing. It is one of 54 indictments.
'With it came the indictment of Jim-
mie. Taylor for malicious shooting,
both indictments growing out of the
same occurrence. Howie is not bet ors
the court. %et resides in the county
and can be brought before the court
at any time. Saturday night, Septern
her 14, Jimmie Taylor, a prisoner
the county jail, desired to me • -•
trousers. He asked Turnkey it, e
take him down- town. Howe, 14.
asking permission from Jailer Jere -
Baker, according to Jailer Esker
statement, took Taylor out and
about 12:30 o'clock on Sunday
morning, while leaving a colored re-
aturant at Eighth and Washington
streets, where the two had gone for seere:ere
Ininch, Taylor got into a difeculty,mercial club, has received
with Boyd Manuel, colored, retrultinglieg encouraging communication tenn-i:). Menzies being 0(4 lin the .";cerning the immigration convention
arm. Taylor carried a wound in his iosrn Conneisioner General F. M. Bar-thigh, claiming that Manuel shot4reant:
him. The grand jury returned a "not, •
true bill" against Manuel. R, "Referring to your letter of the
eTaylor. it le said, secured his pisnd inst.. I am happy to inform you
tol from Turnkey Howle's hip pock- that I hate had a conference with
et. Mr. Powder-lc, chief of the division
of informatien, and he informs meFor taking Taylor out. without au-
that it will be a -pleasure for him tothority of Jailer Esker, Hotel° is
acharged with willful neglect of offi- ttend the convention to be held in
cial duty. For shooting Manuel, and your city on thet26th and 27th of this
being the provoker, Taylor is charg- month. and to lye the association
ed with mallelnus shooting with in. such information as lies within his
tent to kill. The penalty in Heceel power as to the work of the bureau'
ease is a fine of from $100 to $300. and particularly that of his own di-
L. L. Jones, 'by' remarkable eoince vision, which is concerned with the
&Mem who Is foreman of the gram! dirtributien of arriving immigrants
jury which returned the Howie in-sbo the various sections or the country
dictment. was Jailer James Maker's, where they are most desired. I
predecessor, and was himself fined erust that the converition will be a
$100 for permitting Willis Mount, a most successful one, and that many
prisoner charged with murder, to Important problems will be satisfac-
,handle keys to the jail. torily dlectessed."
SNEAK THIEF ROBS
I. C. FIREMAN OF
HIM (it CLOTHES.
itawrt Robert SOU, is well
k Mean Illinois Central "high-
ball" passenger train fireman,
nil t24)1 Jefferson street, was
forced to go to his home this
morning in his overalls, hating
been the victim of a sneak thief
at Memphis last night. Robert scent
urns tiring the "highball" pas-
senger engine arils lug here front
Memphis at I :25 o'clock. He
left his /WIC Case in the engine
cab. It contained his clothes and
WIN inn cash. He gent down from
the engine to assist in oiling
and preparing tor the run. On
returning to his cab a short
t' • after, Robertson found that
his suit rase ens g  A hasty
search of the yards failed to dis-
coser the thief
e _
MR. POWDERLY WILL
COME TO PADUCAH TO
ATTEND CONVENTION
D. W. Coons, of the Com-
the follow-
Post Office Forced to Go Into
Open Market For Stamps.
eselitle Sem wet-if on Ike open mao•The post card craze is resionsible for
ket yesterday for the product of his
own werkshope. The postoffice in
Paducah yesterday ran out of one
cent stamps and the clerks went to
the expediency of buying up stamps
in drug stores, book stores and other
places wfietre they usually are on
sale, to sell again throirgh the stereo
window. This was small relief, how-
ever, and in another hour every' in-
quiry for one cent stamps was met
with the statement that there were
none for sale. Explaining the scar-
city of the stamps, the clerks said
that they had put In their order at
the Initial time, September 1, but up
until a week ago had not received
any answer from Washington. Then
they telegraphed an inquiry about
them but have no information as to
when they will receive a consignment.
the scarcity and it is beliered that
the heavy demand from all over the
country is straining the capacity of
the government printing office. Much
inconvenience was caused to4livid-
uals by the scarcity of the cent
stamps, and large consumers are at..
suffering. The stamp clerk said 1 -
had no comprehensive idea of le
enormity of sales in one cent stamp:
until yesterday when he was com-
pelled to turn down orders for
them. All retail stores were ran:
sacked to supply the demand of per-
sons disappointed at the postoMce.
This morning the situation was re-
lieved by the opportune arrival of
one-cent stamps In sufficient quantity
to meet all demands and the post
card sending can go on without a
break. For a time, though. yester-
day, it was a trifle tern-'-
LIKED GOOD SHEPHERD MR. JUDD CELEBRATES
HOME AND WILL RETURN
• Unsatisfied with a free_ and unre-
strained life in Paducah, her home
town, after a taste Of life in the Home
of the Good Shepherd in Louisville,
Nora Ladd, '16 years old, applied at
police headquitrters -today and asked
to be sent back to the Louisville in-
stitution.
Nora and Belle Ladd or Cox, as
they are also known, were sent to the
Louieville institution four yearn; ago,
remaining until a few weeks ago.
They returned. but Nora Ladd did
not think well of the move, She was
admitted through the efforts of
Chief of Police James Collins. who
Mill see that she is reinstated,
"VOM HAKIPPUR1N1."
flay of Atonement Among Members
of Jewish Faith.
Yotn Haklinpurim or "Yom Kip-
pur" as it Is known in its abreviated
form, the day of daye in the Jewish
lb which all wdrldly *Mitre
ante laid aside and atonement for sins
is made by fasting led repeatenoe in
the house of the Lord, was observed
by members of the Jewish faith all
over the world yesterday.
!MANY PEOPLE
SEEK MISSING
HALE MALONE
Local Collector For Collier's
Subject of Warrant For
False Pretenses.
NO REPORT FOR LAST WEEK
Borrows Money and Hires
Horse Which he Abandons
Near Station.
IS QUITE A LADIES' MAN
False pretenses and irtiesibe other
•rious charges resulting from work-
1.4t the confidence game on C. L. Dick
•son, a Jefferson street Merman,
re some of the charges that Hale
Malone, of boulmille. a collector for
he Peter Collier Publishing com-
eany will have to answer, If he is
ciught, and Paducah detectives be-
lieve that they have Malone located.
Malone is good looking and is a
snippety talker. During his stay in
Paducah he used a rig belonging to
Mr. Dickerson to ride atound and
collect money for the publishing com-
pany. Mr. E. W. Trail., one of the
managers of Collier's Louisville
agency, who arrived in Paducah this
morning. says Malone has not made
a report of the amouut of his collee-
lions for over -a week and is known
to be over 12410 behind.
Yesterday evening Malone failed
to show up at the stable with the rig
and Mr.' Dickerson made a search
for him and about 10 o'clock last
night discovered his horse tied to a
tree near the Union station, where
it was learned that the animal had
been standing all day without food
or water.
In addition to the livery bill of lie
which Malone owes Dickerson, he
"conned" the liveryman ort of $23
which he "borrowed" until he could
draw his week's salary.
In addition to his peculiar ac-
complishments, Mat-one is said to be
quite a favorite with the ladies, a- '
and besides his acquaintance e
a number of Paducah girls, we
made during his stay here. he 1,,
cral lady friends in Louisville.
he often called up over long d:-..tme!
telephone.
Malone Is believed to have gone
from here to Cairo to meet a womp -
and a description was sent to •
Cairo - police with instruetions •
arest and hold hint if found.
ANOTHER UNION IS
FORMED IN PADUCAH
Corennakers anti moulders in Padu-
cah will be organized into a union
prelitniaary steps towards organiza-
tion being taken today. Thieemorn-
ing Mr. W. C. Saxton, secrealty of
the Boilermakers' union, laid off at
the Illinois Central *shims to confer
with moulders and core makers 'at-
the Illinois Central Mops, Jackson's
foundry and the Shelton foundry.
There are about 13 eertioukierse and
core makers in Paducah, and they re-
ceive a little, less than the union
tv.ale it is stated.
AN IMPORTANT EVENT
UNION GLASS BLOWERS
LEAVE FINLEY PLANT
Ileums Central boilermakers were
treated to a fine -lunch last night af-
ter their regular meeting. Mr. Percy
Judd being the host. Judd until Au-
gust 28 was a boilermaker helper.;
His time expired on that date, and he
became a fulenedged boilermaker.
but before he could receive the male,
had to be regularly Installed into the
uniow. This was done at last night's
meeting, and Craig surprised the
members by inviting them to Murray
& Wathen's cafe for lunch. The affair
proved a most enjoyable one.
•
WOOES 4 DA I'S: REJECTED; DI ES
Impetuoton lint leneucceseful Court-
ship Leads Man to Suicide.
Webster City. lows. Sept. 19. .--
Iterause ss Martha Quindahl re-
fused to marry him after a courtship
of four days Ross Hendricks, a for-
mer well known Webster City theat-
rical and circus man. took' 50 grain.'
of serychuine Estherville this
morning and, rushing into the street,
fen 'deed. HettelitiMeerefflteeta boon
companion of Carl Pressley, another
well known local theatrital men,who
Shot himself in the city park here two
Weeks ago after burning a roll Of
hells amounting to $2.500.
The Fernley glass plant in Meehan.
leeurg, Paduteth's newest ,industry,
Is idle today, glass blowers_having
been called out this morning shortly
after the whistle was Neuwied. Presi-
dent J. A. Yoll. of the Glass Blowers'
Union of Om United States and Can-
ada. issued the call, and not a glass
blower remained at his post.
CENTRAL LABOR UNION
WILL MEET TONIGHT
The Central Labor Union will meet
tonight In regular session to act on
several important matters. The mat-
ter of setting a date for crowning the
goddess or lintor. Mimi Helene Hans
nin. A repast wit be heard from Use
(Have Blowers' union relative to the
walk out this morning, and' a iotte
mince from the Farmers' union* is
expected to wait on the body retails-.-
to eetablisbing a farmers' es •
I
here. There wilt he rtil,rh
business to tr.*:
PAGE TWO
Aftt a goadlunsultee pot,
give -fta „Some-Min Ake to-
iteel)Aalls
Attie, ftotot-inaitl,
NICE FURNITURE
—Saes
iseag .
'el. •
.19.0
by. R •,870 11.1.
net. hont.Covet:-
two,. honteeovet 444tou61 kalheV
have you eonie home o-nd say) "just
go down to the ifrinituu stolte and
out anything you oany
than a-nythiny etse.
men cete not itay 13aIttieuCeet)
Sat women a'ze) and when nets.
hofrue(peet's neigheas eonte in she
ocouCd eike kr, them to see het .fionte,
Cooking eike she foal IPtoud of it.
Ate woued 6e glad to have you
you5ts tiuCyl
•
 warigliaraawarms lIn
YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous—but-a "calm always
precedes notorm." Prepare for the storm in your
life—for the time when you will need money—there
is only one way to do it—save, and you will he sure
of the future.
Start today—a dollar will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings ac-
counts if left with us six months or longer.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings bank
2l1 Broadway
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
- Pict pc 13 ----i
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed,
Complete machine shop.
122-124 N. Fourth St. Phonon 7/57
W. F. Paxton, R. Rudy, P Puryear,
I'resident: tesellier. Aesietatit Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Capital  
Surplus -
Stockholders liability.
incereoraisa
loomoo
541,00o
100,000
Total security to depeekore $2.1oeslO
Accounts of individuate and Iltins solicited. We appreciate
Igniall as well 71.1 111 Mgt` (14.1)0.11•11, and
COU rteous treatment.
accord to all the mune
Interest Paid on Time Deposits 
• ' '-OtTrTtilirr Iltifirter y/setss e lerspe-efeerettTc•
Third and Broadwi-t,
PADucme: Ev 'IN G sins:
FRESHMAN CLASS
ELECTS OFFICERS
High School Pupils Organize
For the Year.
%Vial iiaVe Feet Football Team in
Opisibet of Coach Keller, Who
Talks Li. Sport.
'FISAt'llElt IA/SING HER VOICE.
l'resident—Virginia Holland.
Vice-President—Mary Ellen Rog-
ers.
Secretary—I.:tin in Lightfoot.
Tr,asuo.r—itchee. a smith.
Class isklitor--Elveli Ram.
Yesterday afternoon an election Of
officers of the freshman class of the
High school was held, resulting as
above. Class colors of crimson and
gold were selected. This with the se-
leeeiou of 'class colors of black and
gold, by the sophomore class, com-
plete Otitis etcrtioes except fa the jun-
ior class. This afternoon juniors will
elect officers and select colors. The
senior class organized the first week
of school, but as set have to select
colors,: and a motto.
School Notes.
Miss Anna Byrd Stewart, of Cin-
cinnati, who is visiting In Paducah,
and who taught in Paducah schools
two years ago, gave a delightful
reading to the literary class of the
High school this morning.
Mr. Leo Keller. teach for the foot-
ball team, addressed boys, who are
candidates for positions on the team,
and also other members of the class-
(S regarding success in football. He
ureee that cheering clubs be organ-
ized, and stressed the necessity of
hard team work, and co-operation in
every way. He thinks by hard work
team may overcome an advantage of
the Culley team in weight.
Supt. John .Carnagey has received
word from Prof. C. 0_ Peratt, of Ew-
ing. Ky., who has accepted a position
In tie High school, that he will ar-
tev , Friday or Satteday.
Might Lose Her Voice.
Fearing that she woulde.lose her
voice and on advice of her phyeician.
Miss Mabel Roberts, teacher of the
first grade at' Franklin school, ten-
dered her resignation to Supt. John
Carnagey yesterday afternoon, and
as soon as relieved she will retire
from school work until her hearth is
better. Hiss Roberts was Ill the lat-
ter part of last year. and she was
granted a leave of absence. Dulling
summer she improved and resumed
her work at the beginning of school
two weeks ago. She soon grew weaker
and her voice showed symptoms of
failing. A consultation with her doc-
tor resulted in her resignation.
Superintendent Carnagey stated
that he would supply a substitute at
once, bet Miss Roberts will teach to-
day and tomorrow.
FOR SALE.
My residence. 2012 West Jeffer•
sett street. Five reams, hall, porches,
bathroom and pantry. Newly painted.
Best resident local km In city, Tele.
phone Home 'phone NO. 1023. Also
household furnifitre. J. E. Baker.
Lives of Robbers.
William A. Pinkerton today made
his annual address to the interna-
tional chiefs of pollee, In .the course
of which he said, after describing the
exploits of the famous band of ban-
dits led by Jesse James.
'The exaggerated publications of
the exploits of this band had more to
do with the making of 'bad men' In
the west than anything atich oc-
curred before they began operating
or since.
"There is no crime in America so
harardous as 'hold-up' roobery. Over
two-thirds of those who have been
engaged in it have everetually either
been killed outright operating or re-
sisting arrest. lynched by posses. or
'shat is known as 'died with their
boots on.' Many were wounded and
died from the effects of wounds,
ehile nearly all others were either
captured and sentenced to long terms
of imprisonment or driven from the
United States, becoming exiles in dis-
tant foreign climes.
"Those at large are constantly in
fear of arrest, living secluded lives
and risking no chances of dieerivery
bv communications; with friends."—
New York Herald.
Chinaman Admitted to Bar.
What Is bre:ieved to be the first
[line that a Chinese has been admit-
ted to practice in a federal court oc-
cured Friday, when Seid Back, Jr.
was accorded that privilege hr Judge
Calverton in the United States dis-
trict and circuit courts. The real
name of the Wittiese is geld Gan, but
he la commonly known as Bark, the
name of his father, Portland's
wealthiest Chierse merchant.
Young Back is 26 years old and
was born in Hortland. Ile has al:
ways bey a leader among the young
educated Chinese of the city and re-
cently completed a ronrse at the Ore-
easeeseastsale-steesmeasele.
muted to the hnr.—Portland Chron-
tele.
rie Sun -rant ads, for moults,
Philadelphia 
Detroit ......
Chicago 
Cleveland 
New York 
Boston
FROM FOUR STATES.
Testimony to the Efficacy of the New
Skientific Dandruff Treatment.
James C. Rowe, of Livingston,
Mont.: "Herpecide cured my dead,
ruff .and stopped my hair falling." '
Orange McCombs, St. Anthony,
Idaho: "Heerpicitie cleaned me scalp
of dandruff and made my hair soft as
sitk and glossy."
W. H. Otis, barber, Champaign,
Ill.: "I used Herpic.de on one custo-
mer for dandruff and on another for
failing hair with excellent results."
F. W. Woody. (assistant postmas-
ter), Champaign, Ill.: "Herpicide
completely stopped my falling hair."
J. J. Bentley, Sheridan, Wete:
"Iferpicide excellent for cleaning the
scalp. Sold by leading druggists. Two
sizes, 50c and *1.00. Send 10c In
stamps for samfle to The lierpic:de
('o., Detroit, Mich. W. B. McPherson,
Special Agent. I
BASEBALL NEWS
National League Standing.
P W L Pct.
Chicago  137 99 38 723
Pittsburg  135 81 54 600
New York  137 78 59 569
Philadelphia  132 73 59 553
Btooklyn  136 63 73 463
Cincinnati  135 55 80 407
Boston  134 5A 82 388
St. Louis  137 41 96 293
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS,
Cincinnati  1 5 3
Chicago .   2 7 1
Batteries— Weimer and Schici;
Overall and Kling.
R H E
Boston  2 6 1
New York le 14 1
Bateries — Flaherty and Clarke;
L'itch and Bresnahan.
Philadelphia and Brooklyn—Rain.
American League Standing.
P W L Pct.
▪ 133 80 62 606
136 81 55 596
138 80 58 580
137 78 59 569
134 64 70 477
 138 60 78 435
St. Louis  135 57 78 422
Washington  133 44 89 331
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS.
• R H Z
Washington  9 5 0
Boston  1 6 0
Batteries -- Oberlin and Warner;
Morgan and Criger.
R
Detroit   2 9 ;
Chicago  3 10 1
Batteries -- Mullin and Payne;
W'hite and Sullie an.
Second game:
RHE
Detroit  3 2 0
Chicago  s 4 3
Batteries — Killian and Payne;
Walsh and Sullivan.
R H E
Cleveland  2 5 0
St. Louis  0 te 2
Batteries-- Isiebhardt and Bemis;
Petty and Spencer.
JUW1' KICKED AT A CAT.
Cure for Rheumatism Discovered By
a Jersey Freight Clerk.
A clerk in the Pennsylvania rail-
road freight office in Jersey City suf-
fered from spasmodic twinges in his
right leg, which he attributed to rheu-
matism. He consulted a physician
and spent a good deal for medicine,
but continued to grow worse.
One morning recently the office
tomcat in a spirit of friendliness
arched his back and rubbed against
the afflicted calf: The clerk gave a
vicious kick with his bad leg, and a
gray streak stet through the' air.
lie hobbled to a chair and sat 'down
with a few stirring remarks about
Cats and rheumatism.
A few minutes later he gritted his
tetth hard and arose. He shook his
leg and feebly smiled. Then he
ualked like a drum major across the
floor and boleterouely shook bands
with himself. The sharp twinges had
disappeared and there has been no
recurrence of pain.
The 'clerk's doctor corrected his
diagnosis when asked for an expla-
nation of the sudden cure, and said
that what he mistook for rheumatism
teas probably caused by a twisted lig-
ament. The kick at the cat straight-
ened out the twist-and removed the
cause of the trouble.—New York
Sun.
Tlie Walter's Revenge.
The lady in the restaurant was
very hard to please. Finally the ice
cream pudding furnished a grievance
"Why is it called ice cream pud-
ding?" she asked the waitet. "If you
cart like it, madam, I will bring
something else." "Oh, I like it, well
enough, but I object to its name.
There ought to be ice cream served
with It." That was the last stroke,
ond the patient waiter "got his own
back" by replying % "They don't
serve • cottages with cottage pie,
Plough expect eon ask for
rt -LT/tin-44* -Xrtiser"""'""
Mimi-Iffy Is one of the Ingredients
*elf-made Matt oecaslonnlly .forgets
to nix With his material.
,LCND AN ACTOR
PLANING WITH JOHN NY RAY IN
'`KING CASEY."
Made First tiplearance Last Night at
the Lyceum at Toledo,
Ohio,
The Toledo News-Bee has this to
say about Grover Land, Paduelh's
graduate baseball catcher, playing
with the Toledo American Associa-
tion team:
"Mr. Grover Land, of Paducah,
Ky., with Johnny Ray in "King
Casey."
Such Is the new title o (the second
catcher of the Toledo ball club as
Grover has signed a coutract with
Mr. Ray, eho is playing die Lyceum
this week.
Not ouly that, but Grover is to
make his first appearance on Weduee-
day night. Last night he was.working
overtime to learn his score and by
Wednesday night he will be fit as a
fiddle and will, take his part on the
Lyceum stage.
Just how many errors he'll make
is hard to figure out but it's a safe
bet that Grover will make a hit that
will score for the Rays In great shape
Here's hoping that Grover does as
rine pegging with his thorax es he has
with his throwing arm several times
this season—also that the hit may
be strong enough to go for a home
run.
MODERN PARISIAN DUELS.
The Thiess- Kinds—Se  of the Tricks
to Gain 1-  in Dueling.
Duels are common enough in
France nowadays, but they are rob-
bed of their pkturesque-side. They
may be divided Into three categories,
which 1 place in the order of their
frequency of occurrence: Journal-
its' duels which are the outcome of
a tongue too well hung or lubricate
by an overdose of alcohol„ and, sec-
ondly, those where the opponents are
out to kill if they can. The above
order also represents the degree of
publicity accompanying each.
Of these due to an ill-considered or
ill-bred remark comparatively few
come to an interchange of shots or
thrusts, but fizzle out after an inter-
change of cards. Morning brings a
more reasonable frame of mind, and
things are quieted down by (laose un-
fortunate individuals who have been
selected as seconds. When such en-
counters do take place at least one of
the principals Is only too desirous for
privacy to be maintained, the safest
possible conditions are arranged, and
one only hears about the affair after
it is all over.
The materials for disagreement are
usually a night restaurant and the
one extra bottle which might have
been dispensed with. Only yester-
day morning a repsettable married
man found himself confroeted in com-
bat, by an unknown Argentine with
nhom he had apparently had a die-
agreement the night before at a well
known second-rate cosenoeolitan cafe.
much frequented between about 2 a.
ni. and breakfast time.
Neither of tho gentlemen quite
knew what it was all about, but their
Some manufacturers do not adver-
tise, but give the dealer an extra dis-
count in order to get him to push
their goods at the expense of the ad-
tertieed article. Therefore insist on
getting what you trek for.
FRANK L. Mac:DONALD, BARITONE
VOCAL STUDIO
Hours: 8 to 12 a.m., 1 tee 5 pen
e 7 to 9 p. m.
knob and Ky. Are. Phone. 511
Che Kentucky
FRIDAY, Sept. 20
LYMAN H.
HOWE'S
Moving
Pictures
 Tht 1,?,Ffit jrawinit  Jtt,taStip
on the American stage today.
Prices 25c, 35c, 50c1
Seats on sale Thursday 0 a. m.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER lg. 1
New Fall Goods In 
Here is your chance to look at the finest mer-
chant tailor goods in the city. Also elegant
trimmings that go with nobby suits.
We make suits from $30.00 up and guarantee
perfect workrtianship, style and tit.
We have a complete stock to pick from—no
cheap goods.
All repair work called for and delivered.
SOLOMON, TATIV,E0R )
Old Phone1016.A. 113 S. Third Si. •
seconds said it was all right, so they
had to go through with it, and no
harm was done. The third type of
duel is serious, and very rare., It
usually takes the form of a row about
a lady.
There are a good many tricks to
gain time in dueling. Dropping the
sword is one; resting the point on
the ground or making a wide parry
so as to serape the ground I.. another,
In either of these cases the point
has to be sandpapered and treated
with antiseptic or held, in a flame, so
that there may be no risk of a wetted
being poisoned.
With pistols the conditions are ar-
ranged according to the seriousness
aif the quarrel. As a rule, dueling
pistols at twenty-five paces are used.
The dueling pistol is muzzle-loading
and rifled. Its pull-off is regulated
by the circumstances; also the pow-
der charge. Seconds often arrange
to put in only sufficient powder to
drive the belletfut of the bore; some,
times they drop the bullet Intel, the
left hand when loading and hammer
the imaginary one down the .barrel.
At a duel which occurred not Wag
ago one of the men was hit in tke
middle of his forehead. The skrn
was sciarcely Injured, and when he
took off his hat out fell the bullet,
which had slipped up between the
•
kin and the brim.—Household Brie
gade 2dagazing.
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
SYNDICATE DIt4SOLYED.
New York, Sept. 18.—The Union
Pacific eyndicate which underwrote
the $75,000,000 convertible bonds,
dissolved yesterday and the unsold
bonds, which amounted to $70,000,-
000, were distributed to the syndi-
cate participants. The syndicate un-
derwrote this large issue of bonds at
eO, the same price at which they were
offered to stockholders lees a com-
mission of 2 per cent.
The stockholders took up about 4
Per cent of the total issue and the
syndicate managers sold 2 per cent
of the bonds. The bonds were quot-
ed at 85 today.
Court of Appeals Convenes,
Frankfort. Ky., Sept. 18.— The
'court of appeals convened for its
September terns Tuesday morning,
with all the judges except Judge Hob
son sitting. A number of lawyers
from Louisville and other points in
the state were present and numerous
motions were made.
The smile of the hypocrite is a
,misfit.
Always Itmef the Fall 71ipsa
Laxative B=2 Quaune
Dim acota bass Day. Crap us 2 Dawn
CD every
bee.
We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them is represented. Call and see them.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
trIC0550111ATIED
airary and siarding Sara. Fend Strut and Centacil Inoue.
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Show Your
PROGRESSIVENESS
By lighting up your
p)ace of business at
night. A flaming arc
will make your store
front as bright as day.
We pay for the arc,
you pay for the current.
4•
Paducah
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NEARLY THIRTY
DEATHS DAILY
Averaged by Railroads For
\lea r.
One Passenger to F.very 1::,0011,001111
Carried and One Train ,11:11? II;
Every 124 Employed.
NEARLY loomoe ARE INJURED.
In their annual revert- to the in-
terstate confine:so- commission, car-
leers inelude returns for all casual-
ties to passengers, employes. tres-
liassers and other persons. The fol-
lowing figures- therefore are not sone
parable with details in the Commie
Lions' Accident Bulletins, based on
monthly reports that chiefly relate
to cesualties to passengers and to em-
ployee while on duty on, or about
trains:
The total number of casualties to
isersons on the railways for the year
ending June 30, 1906, was 108,324.
of which 10,618 represented the num-
ber of persons killed and 97,706 tho
numberetnjured. Casualties occurred
among three general classes of rail-
way emploeee, as follows: Trainmen
2,310 killed and 34,989. injured;
switch tenders. crossing tenders and
watchmen, 147 killed, 1,026 injured;
other employes, 1,472 killed, 40.686
injured. The casulties to employes
coupling and uncoupling cars were:
Employes killed, 298; injured, 3,884.
The calls/titles connected with coup-
ling and uncoupling cars are assign-
ed as follows: Trainmen killed. 266;
injured, 3.590; mit h tenders, cross-
ing tenders and watt hmen kilted. IS;
injured, 170; other employes killed.
14; injured, 121.
The causalities due to falling from
trains. locomotives, cr cars in motion
wore: Trainmen killed, 454; injured,
5,215; switch tenders, crossing ten-
ders and watchmen killed, 1; injured
149; other employes killed, 84; in-
jured. 712. The casualties clue to
jumping on or off trains, locomotives
or cars in motion were: Trainmen
killed, 130; injured; 4,R09.; switch
senders. crossing tenders and watch-
men killed, 7; ineured, 119; other
employes killed, 76; injured, 685.
The causaities to the same three
classes of employes In consequence of
collisionti and derailments were:
Trainmen killed, 693; injured, 5,245:
nwitah tenders, crossing tenders and
watchmen killed. 3; Injured. 69; oth
'er employes. killed. 91: iniured Rei.
e • killed
In time coulee it the )ear Hee ws
359 sad the nunithaeepeured, 10.e!
In the previous year 637 passenge.
were killed and 10,457 injured
There were 146 passengers killed and
6,053 injured because of collisions
and derailments. The total number
of persons other than employes and
pasengers killed was 6.330; insured,
10,24l. These figures include the
casualties to persons trespassing, of
%hem 5,381 were killed and f,927
Were injured. The total number of
casualties to others than employes
from being struck by trains, locomo-
tives or cars was 5,127 killed and
I.905 injured. The casualties of this
class were: At highway crossings.
passengers killed. 3;-injured, 8; oth-
er persons killed, 926; Injured, 1.-
884; at stations, passengers killed.
48; Injured, 96; Other eersous killed,
566; injured, G47; at other s points
along the track, passengers killed. 3t
injured, 16; other persona _killed, 3,-
581; injured, 2,254. The ratios of
casualties indicate that 1 employe in
every 387 was killed and 1 employe
in every 20 was ,injured. With regard
to trainmen-that is, enginerneen, fire.
men, conductors and ottfer trainmen
-it appears that 1 trainman was
killed for every 124 employed and 1
wa's injured for every 8 employed.
In 1906 1 passenger was killed for
every 2,227,041 carried, and 1 in-
jured for every 14,376 carried. For
1905 the figures show that 1,375.856
passengers were carried. for 1 killed.
and 70,67.5 eassengers were carried
for 1 injured. For 1895 1 passenger
was killed for every 2,984,832 car-
ried, and l' injured for every 213,651
carried. With respect to the number
of miles traveled, the figures for 19e6
show that 70,126,686 passenger.-
miles traveled were accomplished for
each passenger killed, ant? 2,S5S,859
passengenhniles for each passenger
Injured. The figures for 1895 show
that 71.696.'743 passenger-miles were
accomplished for each passenger kill-
ed, and 5,131,977 paseenger-miles for
each passenger injured.
Parlor Magic.
Mr. Kyboste who was in search of
:a late copy of a monthly magazine,
absent mindedly steeped into the par-
lor.
He was just In time to see the
young man baselly remove his arm
from the back of the chair in which
Mitts Kitty was sitting.
"Pressed! 0! Change!" ho Mut-
tered, instantly stepping back into the
sitting room.
For Mr. Itybia,41 remembered that
he was a young man himself many
years ago.
Nell- "She married a very old
man, didn't she? I understand he
had one foot In the grave." Belle -
"That's what she' thought, too, but
he still continstes to buy 'his shoes by
th. ' ,ea Record.
DRINKING FOUNTAIN
!WILL BE SEC', RED FOR PAM*. ,
CAH IRV NHL Tile:LIMAN, I
S. S. a CHRONIC ULCERS
CURES
Chronic Ulcers are the result of a deeply polluted and foal blood supply.
The blood is filled with impurities and germs which are being constantly
fed into the place through the circulation, until all the surrounding flesh
becomes diseased and the sore an obstinate and permanent trouble.
Every symptom of an old ulcer suggests pollution; the discharg-e. the red,
• angry looking flesh, the inflammation and discoloration of surrounding parts,
all show that the ulcer is prevented front healing by the constant drainage
through it of impurities from the blood. This impure condition of the blood
slay he hereditary, or it may be the remains of some constitutional disease,
or the effects of a long spell of sickness, leaving disease germs in the system,
or the abiorption of the refuse of the body which has not been properly
expelled through the natural channels. But whatever the cause, the blood is
so weakened and polluted that it does not properly nourish and stimulate
the place, and the sore cermet heal. Salves, plasters, lotions, etc., keep the
sore or ulcer clean, relieve pain, and perhaps reduce inflammation, but can
never permanently heal them because they do not reach the blood. S. S. S.
goes down to the very fountain-head of the trouble, drives out all poisons
and germs, builds up the weak, sluggish blood, gives energy and strength
to the system, and by sending a fresh, healthy stream of blood to the diseased
parts, allows the /flee: to heal naturally and permanently. Nothing reaches
inherited taints like S. S. S. It cleanses the circulation of every trace of
hereditary disease or impurity, and those who have nursed and treated an old
sore fop years will experience good results as soon es the system becomes
Influenced by S. S. S. Book on Sores and Ulcers and medical advice free toall who write. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA:
Is Trustee of Fund Left By Wealthy
New Yorker fee Purpose of In-
stalling Drinking Fountains.
A reception in honor of Mr. Fred-
erick B. Tilghman, son of General
Le.yd Tilghman, and Sculptor H. H.
Kitson, of Boston„ was held at
the Palmer house yesterday after-
noon from 3:30 to 4:30 o'clock, and
proved one of the most enjoyable so-
cial funetious held in Paducah in
some time. Many Paducah society
members were in attendance. mem-
bers of the Daughters of the Confect-
Kiley being largely represented.
Following the reception Messrs.
Tilghman and Kitson left for Vicks-
burg, Miss., to confer with national
Vailt commissioners relative to erect-
ing a memorial to General Tilgbman
In the national park In Mississippi.
Mr. Tilghman stated that he would
es-cute a $1,000 stack drinking foun-
tain for Paducah. Ile is trustee of a
fund left by a wea,thy New Ydrkar
who directed that it be used in in-
stalling stock drinking fountains
throughout the country. Mr. Tilgh-
man directed that the location be
fixed and he would see that the foun-
tain was installed at once. Dr. D. O.
Murrell anel President Earl Palmerof
the aldermanic ,board, were author-
lade to select a site.
AFTER HIS MOTHER-IN-LAW.
---
Got in the Wrong House and Mur-
dered Mrs. Etly,
Louisa-111e. Ky., Stowe I S.-James
Holt was arrested Tuesday charged
with the murder of Mrs. Virginia Kt-
ly. She was murdered in her home
several months ago and her husband
Is in jail thirged with the crime
The detective who caused Holt's ar-
rest says that the prisoner had threat
stied his mother-In-Ian on the day
Mrs. Etly was killed. She resided in
the aerie- with Mrs. Etly. It Is be-
lievef by the detective that whlite Holt
uas drunk he got into the wrong
house and murdered Mrs. Lily.
ROUTINE BUSINESS.
All That le to C • Before Board of
Aldermen at Tonight's Meeting.
The board of aldermen will meet
tonight in regular session with a
great deal of routine business to
transact. Business consists chiefly
of ratification of actions of the lower
board, and One matter which will
come up will be the qnest ion of grant
Mg promoters of fall races and horse
show, privilege of roping in South
Third street for automobile races dur
lug the race meet. It is understood
a majority of aidertnen favor it.
Councilmen granted the request on
Tuesday night.
ADMIRAL WALKER
Dies at the Ace of Seventy-two in
Maine,
York Beach, Me., Sept, 18.-Rear
Admiral John G. Walker Milted
States navy, retired, died suddenly
last night at the home of a friend at
High Pasture, York Cliffs. Admiral
Walker was seventy-two years n`
age and a native of New Hameishe
He was known as the promoter o!'
the famous squadron of evolution.:
which be came known as the "White
Squadron," and of which he was ap-
pointed commander.
"Ma." "Yes, my son!" "What is!
an emergency brake?" "An emergen-
cy break, my son, Is when the meld
lets a plate fall just as your
tither is about to swear at the meat"
-The Reader.
POleoe I tellei.
Scientist. Have Die 11%..tVli Why Thee
l'rove Irritating to eliminate.
Woods Hutchineon NI. D., contrite
utes to McChire's Maeazine for Sep
tember an aiticle separating three
classes of "poison foods," counnone
used In small quantities withou:
harmful effect, front the comestibles
that form staples of diet. Indeed.
some combination of the few kinds
of mammalian meats, maize, wheat,
rice, buttereoll, sugar and salt, "two-
thirds of the money expended for
food by ever,* civilized race and most
barbaric ones" goes to purchase:
"Science has, of course, long ago
vindicated the good sense of humani-
ty's selection by showing that they
contain the highest degree of fuel-
value, digestibility and freedom from
injurious results that es to be had
for the price-in most case, indeed,
at any price.'
The virulent poison of the caseava
root can be extracted, and its starch
is perfectly edible. The tubers of the
potato also contain a modicum of
poison, which cooking eliminates.
These roots represent a small group
of "poison foods."
The second and main group has
but Just been "found out," scientifi-
cally speaking, although human
stomachs long ago detected Us influ-
ence. Peas, beans, chestnuts, pea-
nuts and all nuts, brown bread and
cheese possess nutritive value at
:east equal to the staples, and have.
therefore, been much erected by the
Mists. Of thetie Dr. Hutchinson says:
"Studies made from another point
of view in the labo:atories are begin-
ning to threw a flood of light on the
reastn for the failure of these foods
promptly to meet with favor on the
part of the public, revealing the sur-
prising fact that many articles of
food contain, combined with their
higb percentage of nutritrie value,
substances which are Irritating to
the stomach, disturb digestion, or
may even behave as active poisons."
As for the bean.--Boston take no-
tive--"colled anea its rich store of
proteid and fat, like guardian drag-
ons. lie an aromatic oil and a bitter
alkaloid, both poisonous to ,the sus-
ceptible stomach in small amounts,
and to the average one in larger."
If some one could invent a process
Of surely extracting its poisonous ele-
ments he would not only confer a
general benefit, but would save many
devoted lives of misguided diet re-
formers and vegetarians. The banana.
rich in sugar and starch, even at its
proper ripeness, has an irritant in Its
flavoring essences. Why nuts can nev-
er form a staple i thus indicattle:
"en irritating principle has been
found present in all nuts, partly in
the kernel itself and partly in the
skin which surrounds the kernel,
which, even In Cases of very moder-
ate amounts. Is a very decided Irri-
tant to the digestive canal. Peanuts
-which, of course, are not nuts at
all, but the seeds of a species of Pea
which Is artificially caused to devel-
op underground- are particularly
strong in these poisonous extracts."
The third class belongs to the or-
der of "casual criminals," that is,
when eaten with due teedeeation they
are of high practical value as gar-
Bought
W. J. Dicke Stock
If you need suit, enough
said. A hint to the wise is
suricient.
H. M. DALTON
403 Broadway
Physicians agree that Belvedere Bea
is a most healthful, nourishnig and sus-
taining beverage, richer in food values
than other beers,
The Belvedere Making Process secures
all of the nutriment in the barley-grain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to the beer in pre-
digested form.
Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic
properties of hops, makes an ideal drink
at meals or between meals, aiding diges-
tion and soothing nerves.
Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408,
nishes-most fruits, especially straw-
berries, several varieties of common
vegetable, and some "sea foods."
The tomato, which has the worst
popular- reputation, "seems compara-
tively free from actual offense:" Of
coffee and tea much depends on the
mode of preparation and the amounts
drank. but "few discoveries of the
wit of man have added more to the
comfort and happiness of life and
less to its miseries than tea and cof-
fee."- New York Times.
Story of a Word.
A -comparison of old editions of
Scott's "Monastery" with one of later
date will reveal a slight alteration In
the text of a sentence in the tenth
chapeer. For the word "morse" an-
other is substituted. A tale of com-
edy attaches to the word which has
gone. "Hardened wretch," says
leather Eustaee, "art thou but this in-
stant delivered front death, and dost
thou so soon morse thoughts of
slaughter?" The origin of the word
morse seems sorely to have troubled
the etymologists.
Two learned correspondents of
Notes and Queries, Mr. Wheatley tells
es, accounted for the word. One ex-
plained it as "to prime," as when one
primes a musket, from 0. Fr
"amerce." powder for the touchhole
(Cotgrave), and the other by "te
lite" (Lat. "mordere"); hence "to
indulge In biting, stinging or gnawint
thoughts of slaughter."
On the other side were those who
said that the word was a misprint for
s'omething else. "That the word as a
misprint should have been printed
and read by Tmiiilieens for fifty year-
without being and altered
exeeeds the bounds of probability."
exclaimed the apologists for worse.
But when the manuscript was ex-
amined there "nurse" was the word,
plainly written.-St. James Gazette,
For the Nolo...lees City.
Speaking of the prospect of mak-
ing cities eolseless, a writer in Har-
per's Weekly says: The surface car
and elevated train roar and scrape
along like the rumbling of approach-
ing artillery, How can this noise he
eliminated? "By forcing the compa,
Meg to live up to the law in not using
flat wheels." some one says, That
only partly solves the difficulty. Now
sciences proposes to do away with the
eeraping of iron against iron. There
are two methods proposed. One Is to
use rpbber tires for the ear wheels
and the orlo.r k to coat h.'I.;r of the
rails with a composition which will
not give forth any metallic sound
when scraped by iron wheels. Rub-
ber tires for car wheels are somewhat
of novelties, but a long series of ex-
periments has been made with theta
which show that they will in theeend
be adopted. It Is not natural tubby
but an artifictal compound, which -
fastened- to the rim of the wheels by
a proeess of welding. The coati'
cannot be town off, and wears only .
little faster than Iron. If the top sur-
face of the rails were coated with
this rubber-like compositioa,
friction would be reduced to a mini-
mum.
cour.... no merchant in
cite knows exactly uhat vim
most want tee boy today-hitt.
tat the ad*, and see bow nearly
ha ve• gueemed it!
ii111
1111,
lesek
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THREE ASTONISHING VALUES
1st Bargain-1 Stereoscope and 50 colored views.__ 75C
The views themselves are worth double the money.
2nd Bargain-Music Folios containing three to eight pieces
of flue music, ten different kinds-both songs and instrumen-
tal. for  5c
Worth three times our price.
3d Bargain-Art pictures, a beautiful collection of cotored
prints, at 7C and 10C
Sold even-where at 25c.
D. E. -WILSON THE BOOK ANDMUSIC MAN
OUR THIRTY=THIRD FRIDAY BARGAIN SALE
We will not only devote tomorrow to showing a great array of new Autumn Styles throughout the store, but also in giving special bargains. We are doing business on a different basis from allother stores in' Paducah, that is why it is possible for this store to give bargains every day ill the week and many extra special bargains on Fridays. If you want same great bargains come tomorrow.•
GREAT VA LUIeS IN AUTUMN
DR13.404 GOODS AND SILKS.
A remarkable collection of both.
priced as this store only prices such
goods. So surely as you value the
saving of money you will buy all
needed Dress Goods and Silks, here.
Plainly prices. Easy (tooting. Come
to see them.
Oread. Friday Bargains will be on
display all over the store with Friday
prices attached.
Hosiery, Underwear, Wash Goods
and hundreds of other wanted things
will carry apeetel-FridSy prices.
• WOMEN'S SU rrs--.1uTUMN
NEWN ESS.
Lots here, more coming. High
qualities, lowest prices in Paducah.
Women's Skirts- The New Au-
tumn styles. Great Friday Bargain..
in broken .assertments and sample
lots, at $1.49, 82.45, $2.95, $3.45 and
$4.90. worth about double,
Handsome imported Voile Skirts
made; in the newest fall styles at $111
to $15.
SHIRT WAISTS AT REMARKABLE
SAVINGS.
Some 50e Waists at 25e.
Some $1.00 Waists at 69e.
Some $1.50 Waists at 89c.
Boys School Suite-Regular $2.50
values $1.50.
Boys' School Knee Pants-Regulat
75e values 50c to 59c,
Men's Suits-Some_ $8 values tar
$5.50.
•Some Men's Suits 912.50 values
for $7.50. You can't match 'em fo,
the price outside this store.
Schloss Bros. & Co. Superior Buie,
for gentlemen are here for $15, $18.
$20, and $25. Usually sold up to $25
a euit. Thtia it none better.
Men's Trousers-$5.00 values for
$3.50 a pair.
Sweet Orr's Tug of War Non-ripa-
ple best in the world work Pants for
men are here for $1.50 a pair.
50 Boys' Negligee Shirts in light
and dark colort, 25c each tomorrow
ate! -Raturchiiie
Our Millinery Opening
A Distinct Triumph
W NOWING women become enthusiastic and entranced
with the beauty of this superb display. Enjoy this won-
derful Occasion while you may; tomorrow is the last day of
the display days. The mere fact that this store sells more
millinery than any two or more stores in Paducah, speaks
volumes It means that the very newest taking styles are
always shown here first. It means that the greatest values
are always found here. Eighteen years of marvelous success
have conclusively proven this store tc be Paducah's head-
quarters for millinery.
1
100 Men's Sample Fur Hats worth
up to -$2, choice Friday and Saturday
at 98e.
Meif's Sample Gloees, a big assort-
ment at wholesale prices. -?-
oFwrid'%111 -ti•imMnens:tsylNeetegleigeteret 
hShtiprttso !none
and Saturday at 49e each.
Men's Linen Collars---e-The latest
styles 3 for 25c.
Tne September sale of School
Shoes is attracting throngs of eaget
night.
patrons,
made Friday, Saturday and Saturday
Extra special low prices will be
Some at 7 Se, some at 90c, some at
$1.00, some at $1.14, some at $1.25.
some at $1.34.
Women's Shoes Special Friday and
eaturday at $1.19, $1.45, $1.95,
$2.19 and $2.95 a pair.
Men's Shoes Special Friday. Satur-
day and Saturday night at $1.19.
$1.45, $1.95, $2.45, $2.95, $3.45 and
$3.89.
LAIttilE AND SMALL BOYS' SHOES
SPECIAL FRIDAY, -SATURDAY &
SATURDAY NIGHT.
98c, $1.15, 81.25. $1.34, $1.49.
$1.75, 8-2.00. $2.25 and $2.50.
GROCERY BULLETIN.
20 Pis Light Brown Sugar ...$1.00
8 BarOstar Laundry Soap fOr...25e
6 Pkgs. Pearliffe Washing Powder
for 25c
Boxes Search Light Matches eor.10c
1 lb Cans Baking Powder for. . . 4e
I Ga:, Pure Apple Vinegar 26c
1 Gal. Coal Oil for 13c
24 lb Bags Flour for 65c
1 Pkg. Spaghetti for Sc
3 Bags Fine Table Salt for lOc
1 Pkg. Macaroni for Sc
2 Boxes Concentrated Lye for ...15e
1 Bottle Tomato Sauce Re
1 Pkg. Egg-O-See for Sc
1 Pkg, Toasted Corn Flakes for Re
1 Pkg. Oats for 9c
1 Pkg. Force fer 
1 Pkg. Grape Nuts for  12c
Large Bottle Prepared Mustard.,. Sc
1 Bottle Qaeen Olives Re
4 r Illarbour's Department Store North Third SleetJUST OFF BROADWAY •
<.*
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Vabucab Sun.
we FERNOON AND laftgRLY
THE SUN PUBLISNINOCO.
DICORPORATED
_ P. N. PlitHER. PresId 'at
N. I. PAXTON, General Manager.
Knitting at the postorne• at Paducah.
Ky.. as second class matter.
11161111CMIPTION
- -
THE latAILY SUN
Lij starrier. per -sun .10mall. per mont h In advancs... .16
Py mall. per year, In advanve....110.110
TRU WEEKLY SUN
Per year, by mall, postage paid. .11.$I
Addrees THE NUN. Plulucalt. Ky.
01Boe. 111 South Taira. Phone Us
Parse • Young. Chicago and New
Tort. representatives.
THis can be found at the folloW-
tag place.:
R. D. Clements & Os
Van Culln Bros.
Palinw House.
John Wilhelm.
• 
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CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
August, 1907.
1 3880 16 3904
2 3885 17 3897
3 3882 19 3880
6 3846 20 3928
6 3829 21 3917
7 3834 22 3808
8 3837 23 3933
ts 3$.141....- 24 3959
10 3860 26 3932
13 3830 27 3900
13 3825 28 3914
14 3825 2a 3928
15 3898 30 3940
31 3686
V
Total  104,897
Average for August, 1907 .... 3.885
Average for August, 1946 .... 3,940
Personally appeared before me,
this September 3, 1907, R. D. Mac-
Millen, Business Manager of The Sun,
who •ffirms that the above statement
of the circulation of The Sun for the
month of August. 1907, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEA.R,
Notary Public.
My commission expires January 22,
1908.
Daily Thought.
"Living in itself is the great lesson
In making life."
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor—Augustus E. Will-
son, of Louisville.
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H.
Cox. of Mason county.
For Attorney General—James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Cate...Edwin Far-
ley, of McCracken county.
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
struction—J. S. Crabbe, of Boyd
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
—N. C. Ranklu. of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature—George 0. Mc-
Broom.
Mayor 
City Attorney ....
City Treasurer
City Clerk  
City Jailer  
James P. Smith
Arthur Y. Martin
  John J. Dorian
George Lehnhard
George Andrecht
CRY Tax Assessor....liarian Griffith
Aldermen—T. C. Leech Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen-- Second ward. A. E.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van 'Me-
ter; Fourth ward, F. S. Johnston;
Fifth ward. S. A. Hill. Frank May-
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
*hoot Trustees—First ward,- W. M.
Karnes: Second ward, W. T. 11111.:
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward.
Dr. C. (1. Warner and C G. Kelly;
Fifth ward, f. O. Walker; Sixth
ward, J. C. Farley and Ed Morris.
Inadvertence was responsible for
the omission of the fateful negative
In an article on national politics in
Ohio, calming The Sun to say that the
people of that state are opposed to
Taft. when It should have said 'are
not opposed to Taft. As a matter of
fact, Taft is the favorite son, coming
eeemid in availability to Roosevelt in
the popular mind up there, and if the
president becomes eliminated as a
poneibility, Ohio probably will rally
to her leading citizen. The impres-
sion intended to be conveyed was not
derogatory of Taft. but illuminative
.of the situation as regards President
Roosevelt.
PRCYTECTION.
"No Republican will ever destroy
the protective feature of the tariff,"
says a local contemporary. No Re-
publican paper and no Republican
speaker could have said a truer
word than that. No Republican ever
will destroy the protective feature of
the tariff. That was an assertion of
a Democratic paper. We make it a
promise. The protective feature of
the tariff, the "American Policy" of
&eel; Kentuckiap, Henry.. On.
' the principle of whieli *as accepted
by Andrew Jackson, simply. imposes
a barrier to the free importation Of
goods manufactured by the cheap
labor of Et:trope. Whatever the duty
is, that amouut must be added to the
original cost of production by the
foreign competitor in this country,
thus allowing American manufactur-
ers a margin to cover the higher
wages of American workink men. The
()Insley schedules are not luvulner-
hble. A careful revision of the
schedules to meet (hanged conditions
are demanded in some quarters, but
any reasonable man, who believes
that the tariff affects business, ap-
pre-clatet the impropriety of jeopar-
dizing business prosperity by drag-
ging the subject and extent of tariff
revision into a political campaign.
The revision should be made by a
commission after the heat of the cam-
paign has subsided and fevered
brains have returned to normal, per-
mitting rational action uncontrolled
by political expediency. But we re-
peat, "No Republican will ever de-
stroy the protective features of the
tariff." The tariff may be materially
reduced. In some instances sched-
ules way be entirely removed, But,
Manufacturers and Working Men,
sour protection will remain.
Prison life has made Cassie Chad-
% SI blind. If she remains confined
leng enough she may lose her touch
H. I. Rogers has elosed his active
career. Of what value has it been to
the %twit!? There's the teat.
Well, Senator Carmack knows that
Governor Patterson can't play the
fiddle.
Let us show the visitors next week
that weeds are not indigenous to our
temperament.
What vve want is a city so thor-
oughly clean that horse show visitors
will coutineut on the fact. When, they
do, the comments will awaken a
elide that will obviate the necessity
of another adnionttion. It is so easy
to be clean.
TO ACCOMPANY ROOSEVELT.
The country is pleased to learn that
the Inland waterways comnsfss:on
wsl accompany President Roosevelt
on ha trip dowtethe Mississipplfrom
Keokuk to Memphis. This seems so
proper that the country will be sur-
prised that it had not been arranged
for in the beginning. It was not defi-
nitely fixed, however, until a day or
two ago that the commission would
Make the trip with the president. The
fact that that body will be at all the
fuections for which the president is
scheduled while on the Mississippi
*111 make his advent here not only
more interesting to the cities at
which he stops, but will make the
trip more profitable to himself.
As the commission Is making its
rounds along the big inland water-
ways of the country it is learning ma-
ny things which will be of advantage
to the president to know, and which
the commission will take special pains
to tell him. It will make a study of
the waterways between the lakes and
the Mississippi, and will be able te
give the president a good deal of in-
formation about the work which will
be needed to be urged along the
eou:ae of the drainage canal and the
Illinois river to its entrance into the
Mississippi. The !abject of the com-
mission is to study the needs and the
possibilities of all the inland naviga-
ble waterways of the country, but
those which will have most interest
for the president on his coming trip
will be those which asiociate them-
selves with the big river and its lead-
ing tributaries.
The president assimilates informa-
tion quickly, but he wil: be assisted
in this process by the "points" which
will be given to him by Mr. Burton
and his associates of the Inland wa-
terways commission. As the president
himself suggested and appointed that
body and mapped out its work, he
knows its members personally, under-
stands what they are here for, and is
glad that they are here. The results
of the coming trip will register them-
selves in the message to congress at
the opening of-the session in Decem-
ber or in a subsequent special mes-
sage. and the commission will un-
lioubtedly aid him in telling congress
the right things to do. and. in influ-
encing congress to do them, for many
of its membeza-are also members of
congress.---Globe-Democrat.
Tomorrow we will have an article
on the personal observation of what
one German farmer did to a thin
soiled hill top.
SLIGHTLY HUMOROUS.
Daughter—He writes me fourteen
•letters a week.
Father—But he gets only one pay
envelope.—Puck.
Phoney—Say, Butt. when I die I
hopes 11'11 be a lawyer I once heard
of!"
Butt--How's dat
Phoney--Dis lawyer died tileaclin'
at the bar, and dey carried him out
on a beer:- Bobemian Magazine.
Diplomatic Bachelor (who has for-
gotten whether the baby is a boy or a
girli—"Well, well, but lie't a fine
little fellow, isn't she? How old is it
now? Do her teeth bother him much?
I hope he gets through its second
summer without getting sick. She
looks like you, doesn't he? Every
one says it does."—Puck.
Accommodating.
Bacrn- —"Lsee Berlin has an auto-
Mobile fitted np as a hearse!'
Eghere -"I sreppoee you want me
to say that people are Just dying to
ride in it!"—Yonkers Statesman.
eeTTE PXDUCA1/ "r/PNI. N41 AT-74'
IN THY COURTS
Marriage Lierte.e.
H. Ewing to Josie Revlett.
In Police Court.
Will Losing, Lizzie Scott and Belle
Littleton,' colored, were creating a
disturbance near Ninth and Caldwell
streets, and were fined $20 and costs
each this morning in po.ice court rot
disorderly conduct.
Other cases: Jim Showers, drunk
and disorderly, continued; Taylor
Hopkins, and John Dawson, colored,
breach of peace, dismissed; Lee I3er-
ry, colored, whipping his wife, con-
tinued
•
In Bankruptcy.
In the exceptions to claims filed by
the trustee of the City National bank
against the E. Rehkopf estate.
amounting to $250 and $300, Ref-
eree Bagby overruled exceptions in
the first artd sustained exceptions in
second claim.
September 30 at Smithland is the
date set for a first hearing of the Wil-
liam N. Dalton bankruptcy case. Dal-
ton is from Joy. Isvengstou county,
Deeds Filed,
T. C. Leech to T. H. Bridges, prop-
erty In Fountain park addition, $1
and other considerations.
Norton B. Anderson to J M. Won-
ten, property on West Tennessee
street, $1 and other considerations.
Sallie Carroll to Atkins Lander,
property in the Trimble addition $1
and other considerations.
Mary E. Thompson to N. J. Bowl-
ing, property on North ThIrteeuth
street, $1,075.
Marriage- Liventimt.
Edgar Harrison to Myrtle Jerez-
sell,
L. T. Sassen to Mabel Rathbrarn.
Silas E. Staley to Pearl Harris.
In Circuit Court.
Thaddeus S. Gordon against D. G
Murrell and James N. White, for $1,-
055 damages for personal injuries
He was caught in the American Ex-
press building when the wind blew
the walls of the adjoining White
building onto the smaller struature.
C. B. Leacher against H. A. LaRue
for 891 511 services and expenses for
attending to race horses for the de-
fendant
YOU DON'T HAVE TO,WAIT
Harry dose makes you leelbetter. Las-gas
keeps your whole Insides right_ gold on tie
mosey- back phis everywnere. Price SO cent!:
Dissolution Notice.
The firm ef Arena & English (H.
E. Arens ancr.J. E. English), by mut-
ual consent has this day been dis-
solved, Mr. Arens retiring from the
firm. Mr. English will assume all
obligations and collect all accounts.
H. E. ARENS. ,
J. E. ENGLISH.
Oriental Limited Ditched.
Wenatchee. Wash.. Sept. 19.— 'The
Oriental limited of the Great North-
ern railroad, was ditched last night
20 miles east of here. It is reported
two cars were completely destroyed
by fire and one passenger was injur-
ed. The track was torn up for 750
feet. Traffic will be delayed :4
hem rs.
$300 HOUSE.
Investment bargain Mechanicsbure,
near Yeiser avenue and Mill street.
Pays 15 per cent net, 40 ft. lot. Cash.
If you have $300 to invest this is the
place for-it.
ViliTfTemore Reel Estate Agency,
sernity Bldg. Phones 835.
The New Store's
Fall Hats
• Are Ready
And they are winners, too.
If it's style you are seeking,
snrely.the best conceptions of
• such famous makers as Rent,
Younia-n, Stetson and Itoeloff
will satisfy you. If it's quality
the silky-smooth furs and
highest grade trimmings will
be a
we have
from
$2 to $5•
1 413+041 __ ... AeirmiratTo FFE NAND 90vsi....q...40-"14111.4 fronlitr4lrotliaa.4
DROWNS HERSELF AND CHILD.
W ttttt From Streator, 111..
llllll tins Suicide at Los Angelea.
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.- -leviven in-
sane by brooding over her ill health
sud the protracted absence of her
husband in Iowa, Mrs. Anna Baker,
31 years old, left the home of her
brother-in-law last night, accompan-
ied by her 7-year-old daughter, and
proceeded to the shores of Johnson's
lake, where she hurled both herself
and daughter into the water. The
woman left the following note:
I want to save my 'dear little darl-
ing from this world. You will find us
in Johnson's lake. Telephone to
some friend of ours in Btreator,
and some one should telephone from
Streator to Fred that his father is
sick. He should come to Streator.
Don't telephone to the folks direct.
Don't take me into anyone's home.
Send us to Streator.
ROCKEFELLER AGAIN AT HELM
Wall Street Is Stirred By Reports of
His Activity in Business.'
New York, Sept. 19.---Ilas John D.
Rockefeller, Sr., in view of the stroke
of paralysis or nervous breakdown
that has retired Henry H. Rogers
from business, once more taken the
active helm of the Standard Oil?
This is the question that Wall
street was debating today, and many
believed that the old pilot of the
great oil combine is again in charge
It is understood that Mr. Rockefe
ler has visited his offices on the font
teenth fluor of the Standard 0
building at 26 Broadway on severs
occasioae in the last few weeks
These were his first visits to hie of-1
flees in eight or nine years.
Sohn D. Rockefeller, Jr., Is ah•e l
devoting more time to the affairs of
the Standard Oil conipany than ever
beery.
EXTRADITION MUDDLE.
Arises Over Adeell, Who Put Went
an's Corpse in Teunk.
Victoria, B. C., Sept. 19.—Trouh'e
has arisen with regard to the extrad.-
Son of V.'. H. Adsell arrested at Chee
Foo and taken on the United States
steaniship Galveston for the murder
of Gertrude Dayton. an American wo-
man. in a Hongkong hotel. He after
wards crowded. the remains into a
trunk and placed them on the steam-
er Mont Eagle, The British authori-
ties are endeavoring to secure the ex-
tradition of the accused to Hong-
kong for trial, but the United States
government refuses to give him up,
and has notified the United States
consul general at Chefoo to proceed
against him.
SENATOR LINDSAY.
SERIOUSLY ILL.
Frankfort, Ky., Sept. 19.—Judge
Wiliam Lindsay has been seriously
1.11, and his friends are concerned
about his condition He was stricken
several days ago, but had rallied, and
his friends thought he had recovered
Be spent a bad night last night, how-
ever, and his condition this morninf;
caused some uneasiness.
Kentucky Tobacco Toast Case.
New Castle, Ky.. Sept. 19.--- The
case of the commonwealth against
the American Tobacco company, in
which the latter is charged with be-
ing a monopoly in restraint of trade.
was called for trial 14 the circuit
court here this morning, with Judge
Peake' on the bench. Both sides are
repreeeuted by an imposing array of
counsel, and the trial will be bitterly
fought. Censiderable trouble has
been experienced in securing a jury,
as nearly all who were questioned
had made up their minds that the
company was a trust and hence were
ineligible for jury service.
It is hardly likely that the jury
will be secured before this afternoon.
Kirby. Practically Free.
Greenwood. .N1 1$14 . , Sept. 19. Dr.
Kirby, held to the grand jury on the
nominal bond of $1,000 for killing
James D. Money.. Jr.. his brother Carl
1 Kirby absolved from the charge ofbeing an accessory- to that crime anti
••the Sharge withdrawn by the state,
but held in the sum of $590 for as-
sault with intent to kill Col. Mone•
* was the verdict in the preliminary
* trial of the two concluded here today.
This is regarded by the Kirbys arid
their friends as a complete vindica-
tion.
Just Had to Jump Off.
Chicago, Sept. 19.—With no other
desire than to feel the exhilitiation
of leaping from Lincoln Park bridge
100 feet into a lagoon, Alice Witte,
22 years old, took the plunge and was
arrested today charged with disorder-
ly conduct. She probably will be al-
lowed to return to her work as a
domestic. She said she could not
overcome the fascination of the leap
from the bridge.
delight. If it's price. •
1 
Masonic Notice.anything you want
• The members of Stone Square lodge
No. 5, Mt. Zion No. 6, Mt. McGregor
No. 29 are hereby requested to meet
at their hall corner Third and Broad-
way, Thursday night. September 19
'You are cordially invited.° 
at. 7:30 o'clock, to arrange for the
laying Of the corner stone of the
to come and see how you look First Ward Baptist church. By or-
in the new stiles. . der of Elrodig it. Willin, DISC Dept
'0. M.
Strewn With Dead Fish.
Progresso. Mex., Sept. 19.-
496"trewn,"wiPtahtildTleacrriflah 
iWhn 
"viresumahl,.
troni S nehmarine esgeelon.
port of an earthquake anywhere re- Fifth sad Broadway. .Opp. Palmer Heist.
cently has been scat oat. '-. I -
Here's Our
Hand
We extend a glad hand
to every man or boy look-
ing for good things to
wear.
We are alwors pleased
to show our good clothes
or anything you wish to
see in choice headwear or
toggery.
Stocks are full at this
writing and it's a splendid
time to be looking around.
Don't forget to take a
peep at our /15.00 to $25
suits and our /15.(X) to /25
overcoats.
Match them if you cnii.
323
Broadway
81-1,1,1VAN oPpOsEs REFEBEE.iture chambers have aroused bitter
'feeling on the part Of the revolution-
Jack (Twin) Objects to the selectiontists. The pollee claim that "Wanda '
of Hilly Roche as Official planned to become a "walking bomb-
and enter the headquarters building
San Francisco, Sept. • 19.— Jack in the middle of the day, when ,t is
(Twin) Sulliv,an is much dissatisfied! g_enesally full of police, wearing the-over the manner 'in which arrangee uniform of a gendarme offi,er lined
ments are proceeding for his bout I with walls of gun cotton and carry-
with Bill Squires and stated today ing powerful bombs.
that it was only the hope of getting' "Wanda," the police say, had hop-
e return go with Tommy Burns ed by blowing herself up to reduce
witch made him enter the match. He the entire building to ruins and kill
defeated Burns two years ago in Los all the officers composing the staff o
Angeles. the political police.
Sullivan objects to Billy Roche as In consequence of the murderous
referee and consented unwillingly to designs of the revolutionists the se-
have him as the third man in the cret police have decided to give upring. He stood out strongly for Ref.itheir present quarters and remove to
eree Welch, who officiated at the, an 'teemed stone building on Kamenn
Gans-Britt affair. The influence of place.
the club promoters was too'strong,
however, and he was overruled.
As a result interest in the bout
here is but half-hearted. Little at-
tention is paid to the fighters by any
of the followers of sport.
ROBBERS' RICH HAUL.
Forty Thousand Dollars, Largely in
bills Secured in ifeldup.
Spokane. Wash., Sept. 19.--Forty
thousand dollars, mainly in large
bills, is now believed to hare been se-
cured by robbers who held up the
Great Northern train near Rexford,
Mont., Sept. 12. The money is re-
ported to have been shipped .by the
Commercial hank of Chicago to the
Old National bank of Spokane. -
Young Girl a Walking Bomb.
St. Petersburg, Sept. 19.—The po-
lice today arrested a young girl, nick-
named Wanda. who is accused of par-
ticipating in a plot to blow up the
headquarters of the secret police sit-
uated on tha Moika canal, whose tor-
SECRETS OF OUR -
PRESCR IPT I ON
SUCCESS
Strict adherence
to the doctors'
written
orders.
A
very
large
well
selected
stock
to
draw
from.
Con-
stant at-
tent ion of
competent men
day and night, too.
A
de-
livery
service
that is
quick
nd
trust-
wor-
thy
SUBMARINE FIRMS ARE HEARD.
Secretary of Navy to Pass on Bids
for Little V.-steels.
Washington, Sept. 19.—An early
decision sill be made by Secretary
Metcalf in the matter of the awards
of the contracts for supplying -the
navy with as many submarine torpedo
boats as can be built for $3.000:s00,
appropriated for this purpose by the
last congress. The question was re-
ferred to a board which conducted
comparative tests of the various sub-
marines at Newport. This board re-
ported unanimously in favor of the
Holland boat of the Octopus type. Sec
retary Metcalf took up the matter and
today gave what is expected to be a
final hearing to the various firms in-
terested in the matter.
In King "'Award's Pockets.
Like every man who values the
look of his clothes, King Edward
carries very little in his pockets be-
sides a handkerchief. ̀ In his waist-
coat pocket he carries a_ gold pencil
case, a cigar cutter, a little pass-key,
a gold watch, carefully regulated by
Grenwich time. and a half dozen sov-
ereigns. In his coat pocket he carries
a thin note book and in the winter
he puts his gloves in the pocket of
his topcoat.
The king never carries a. cigar ease,
except a gold case which holds one
cigar, but he almost always has a
small box of lozenges. Unlike his
nephew, the kaiser, he never carries
a fountain pen in his pocket—From
Tit-Bits.
Burial of O'Neil.
Kansas City, Sept. 19.—Coroner
"Thompson today permitted the burial
of Cyril O'Neil, a young English even
genet, who died here last Friday
while under the care of Dr. S. W.
Franker, Three days ago the coroner
stopped the funeral arrangements
seeing he was not satisfied with
Frankers statement that O'Neil had
died of Bright's disease. Dr. Franker
ten years ago created a sensation NV
disappearing after Insuring his life
for $75,000. He was supposed to
Save been drowned but later was
found living in the Minnesota woods.
Abolish Slaughter Houses.
London. Sept. 19,—Sir James
Chrichton Browne, in delivering the
presidential address at the annual
ineetIng of the Sanitary Inspectors'
east elation at Llanduno, referred to
the- engthrtr--m•arlftfifuty- And urged
the abolition of private slaughter
{house% and the providing of abattoirs
'and a central office for meat inspec-
tion.
PHOTOGRAPH THEIR CLAIMS.
Honiesteadt•rs Use Camera to Maks
Sure of Their Rights,
Determined that no dispute shall
arise between themselves and the
special agents of the government
when the time conies for them to
prove up, a number of homesteaders
in the St. Louis Valley country have
adopted the novel experiment of
photographing their claims. To show
what they tell of their homesteads is
true the photograph. will be on hand
when the hearing on the final proof
is held.
The photographs are taken from
different views, and will give a clear
idea of the amount of land which
has been cleared and placed under
cultivation, and if, there is any dis-
pute the homesteaders will be able
to present strong evidence to sup-
port their contentions. The photo-
graphs being made now will show the
growing crops, and other photle
graphs will he taken from time to
time to show other improvements
which are being made upon the
claims,
Gust Ekluna ana terank E. Ander-
son, two homesteaders, have set the
example in having these photographs
taken, and now every claim holder
in this vicinity' has provided himself
or herself with a camera and is en-
gaged in taking snapshots showing
the buildings and other improvements
upon their claims.--St. Paul PioneerPress,
Three Miners Are Entombed.
Sparta. Minn., Sept. 19.---Herole
efforts are being made to save thelives of three miners entombedsin theMalta 'mine near Sparta, with allmeans of escape cut off. The unfort-unate men were trapped shortly afterfire attacked the mine. Firemen are
fighting the flames, while a rescuingparty is working hard to save themen from death.
Ma Mtn want ads, sot resoluta
-------
An Asalstant of Nature.
One to the most interesting thingsof this day of interesting things isthe great success being achieved by
osteopathy.
There Is hardly a day that soniccure which Is deserving of attractingmuch attention, is not made by thisnew science, and the more it is stud-ied, and the better it is known, theeasier It Is to Pee why it is so.
Osteopathy merely aids nature tocure.
It is a system of healing built up-on demonstrable facts.
It discovers the cause of disease,and treats it by scientific manipula-tions in order to correct disordersand bring about a natural condition.Nearly all diseases yield to thetreatment and the diseases local toPaducah do so most readily.
In rheumatism, liver and bowel,or stomach troubles, chronic head-achlis tired-out, run-down condi-tions, nervousness, its success hasbeen very marked.
I should like to have you call todiscuss your particular case at anytime, and not only will 1 tell youfrankly what ea t eo pa thy a ili tha,4eir,
you, -but refer >on to well-knownpaeoesh ;rotes whom it has done'MU& to;.
DR. G. B. FROAGE, Phone 1407,
Office 618 Broadway,' upstairs.
' (10
*
•
•
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•
I TRTRCIDAT, grrrEmnryt 19.
Yall ̀ Opening
and
Sisplaq of *Worse 6how
Aaterials
Yhur4daq, Jeptenrber Xineteenth
.....)Zion are cordialiq invited. 
otiteopath, 4001/2
19G.
--Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
--Perpetual green lawn grass seed
Just received. Bruneou's, 529 Broad-
way.
-Dr. J. W. T. Patterson, of 405
North Twelfth street, announces that
in future be may be reached by new
phones Cffr-br 1500 instead of o'd
phones 1161-In or 2099.
/0.. --Best and cheapest. We rent bug-
gies, rarriages and horses separately.,
Both phones 100. Copeiand's stable,'
419 Jefferson street. '
-Oct some Of the beautiful new
souvenir postal cards of U. S. gun-
boat Paducah at It. D. Clements &
Co.
-The Passion Play and Holy Cite
is packing the Kozy theater to its ca-
pacity. Last night • people were
unable to get Inside and it is impos-
sible to aeconamodate the crowds at
night. People should take advantage
of morning and afternoon perform-
ances that all may be able to see this
grand production at so small a coat.
Children 10 cents. adults 20 cents
Performance every. hour
-CIty subscribers to the Daily
Sun Who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must uotify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
he paid to such orders when given
to catriers. Sun Publishing Co.
--Place your orders for wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun is
showing as great an assortmeet as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
is given by any transfer company In
America. Fine carriages for special
oecasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
-There will be a temperance ral-
ly at the Broadway Methodist church
this evening. Dr. W. T. Bolling will
make the address. This la in no
'tense a pnlitleal meeting but Mere:),
for the advancement of the temper-
ance cause.
--The Ladies' Mite Society of the
First Baptist church will meet Fri-
day afternoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs.
Lee Bolton. -017 Boyd street.
-Mr. Harry Bookhammer, the
barber, Is reported a little better to-
He is In Riverside hospital suf-
fering from typhoid fever.
-0
- For 1)r. Pend Icy ring 416.
-.Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464;
office 175.
-Dr. Gilbert.
Brotelway. Phone
Card of Thanks.
-We wish to thank our friends
(both white ttnd colored) who were
so kind to us during our recent be-
reavement, the death of our son and
brother, Henry Boyd.
Mrs. Henry Boyd and Family.
••••••
We repair Slices of all kinds
and we do it well.
We hove the most improved
machinery for doing Repair ;
work.
Bring your old Shoes here for
repairs and you'll be snrprisfd
-to learn how easily, unicklyiand
how well we doctor them, and a
moderate price, too.
_ There is no Job of Shoe Mend-
ing that is beyond the ability 'of
our Repair Shop.
i4971iiiips de&
Clean Up for
the
Horse Show
Get your premises in
good condition and let's
pi esent a good appearance
• to Paducah's visitors dur-
ing our filth ,a/ week.
Cut your weeds and Imo
grass.
FEDERAL LAW 1)1 141
Automobile Act :To lk teethed Next
Setesion of Congress.
New York. Sept. '19.- President
W. H. Hotchkiss, of the American
Automoblie assoclation will arrive
here today from Buffalo, to meet •
number of officers and others inter-
ested to discuss several questions of
importance preparatory to the regu-
lar meeting of the American Auto-
mubile association legislative com-
mittee. for equal state automobile
laws which has been revised during
the summer, will be discussed as it
the intention to lay this bill befoie
the legislatures of several. states this
coming year and secure its adoption.
The federal automob.le act introduc-
ed into the %est session of congrees
Is also to be pushed vigorously in the
next congress.
Philipphte Assembly,
Manila. Sept. 19. -- The governor
general has issued a formal procla-
mation convening the national as-
sembly October 16. Plans have been
made to render the inaugural session
of the assembly a brilliant function.
An elaborate reception will be given
Secretary Taft in this city October 15.
A number of citizens have drafted a
letter to President Roosevelt request-
ing the presence of American I:fatties
ehips at the Inter-Oriental Carnival
to be held at Manila during the first
week in February, 1908.
Sanitation.
To the Editor of the Newspaper:
While there is so much trouble
with sanitation and other matter per-
taining to the health of the city. I
would just ask for information, by
%ham and how is the meat inspected
that is daily handled and sold in our
streets by the meat peddlers.
AN INQUilifOR.
Notice.
The annual meeting of the stock-
holders of the Langstaff-Orme Mann-
facturinOcompany will be held at
Married In Cairo.
The marriage of Mr. Lester Yates
and Miss Laura A. Wagner, both of
Paducah, was solemnized yesterday
afternoon by Rev. S. C. (Shrum at the
parsonage of the Cairo Baptist church
-Cairo Bulletin.
Mr. and Mrs. Yates returned to Pa-
ducah last night and were given a de-
lightful surprise reception at the
home of Mrs. Minnie Wagner on
South Third street. Many friends
were present to receive them and a
PA/117C..411 ENT4,NING SUN.
have been visiting the family of Mrs.
C. N. Katterjohu, returned sea isse
morning. Where Presideist ' Will
Mr. Dick IA Rue, form of this Land iu Si. Louis.
city, but now of Richmond, K)., was
in Paducah yesterday on business.
Dr. R. L. Grogan, of Murray, is
visiting his son, Attorney J. R. Gro-
gan.
Ma J. K. Matheny, circuit court
clerk, of Calloway- county, was in the
city yesterday.
Mr. L. M. Overby and wife, of Mur-
ray, returned home today after a
visit to the city.
Mr. G. C McCiarin, of Puryear,
Tenn., was here yesterday.
Mrs. 0. T. Davis has returned
from a visit to relatives at Salem,
I nd.
band of music welcomed them. A Mrs. Saunders Fowler returned last
large number of prett yand useful evening from Dawson Springs.
bridal presents were awaiting thetn. Mrs. May Rehkopf is III of malaria
Late in the evening a delightful
luncheon ass served the guests- The
house was prettily decosated with
ferns and flowers for the obeasion.
Among the guests present were: Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Yates, and Mrs. Ma-
bel Hudson. of Jonesboro, Ark.,
brother and sister of the groom, Mr.
Edward Wagner, Miss Mamie Todd
and James, brother and sister of
the bride. The couple will reside on
South Third street.
Box Social at Epperson.
The Jersey camp, No. It, W. O. W.
of the city were invited to attend a
box social given by the Epperson
camp at Epperson, six miles from
town, last evening. It was a pleasant
occasion and a number of the local
camp atended. A hasaide was one
of the pleasant features. Delightful
refreshments were served and several
addreaes were made. Mrs. A. L. Ise-
man, of the Magnolia Grove, No. 29,
gave an excellent talk.
Talented Paducah Boy,
Mr. Vaughatt Dabney, of North
Fifth street, left yesterday for Beth-
at her home on South Fourth street
Mr. and Mrs. L. V. Armentrout and
Miss Flo Armentrout. of 1442 Broad-
way. have returned from a visit in
Ohio, accompanied by Mrs. Armen-
trout's brother, Mr. George A. Her-
ter. of Mt. Vernon, 0.
Mrs. Sydney Loeb will leave this
evening for a visit to her parents in
Oklahoma City.
Mr. Harr? Fitch, of Evaesville
Is in the city today on business.
Mr. Eimus J. Beale, of Murray,
Passed through the city title morning
en route to his home in Murray, after
a visit in Mayfield.
Mrs. Bertha Leech, of Wingo, is
visiting in the city.
Miss Ruby Glenn. of Kuttawa. re-
turned home this morning after a vis-
it In the city.
Mrs. Lillie Glenn, of Kuttawa pass-
ed through the city this morning en
route to her home after a visit at
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Mrs. Lee Cox. of Calvert City.
passed through the city this morning
en route home from a visit in Mis-
t:lour!.
Mrs. B. E. Reed. of St. Louis, will
any, West Virginia, where he will en- arrive this evening to visit her daugh-
ter the Bethany college to study for ter, Mrs. Rabb Noble, at "Annefielda,
the ministry. This Is an oid-estab- In Arcadia.
'fished college of the Christian de- Miss Dolly Barbee. the l0-ear-old
nomination and was founded by a son siaimghter of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Bes-
ot Alexander Campbell. The late bee. 12C2 South Seventh street, i, ill
latder George A. Flowers, formerly a of malaria.
minister of the First Christian church
in Paducah. Is among the prominent
minister who have been educated then
MT. Dabney is bright and talented.
and was graduated from the Paducah
schools when quite young. Since
then he has attended college in Lex-
ington and has studied civil engin-
candidate for state treasurer, weneering practically in connection with
the government work on the Misets- to Murray today to speak.
sippi levee, and has received rapid Assistant aecrefary of State Rid
promotion. His decision to enter the Reed returned to Frankfort at noon
ministry was made when quite a bob, accompanied by Mrs. Reed and their
but at the request of his parents he little son. Mrs. Reed has been visit-
has waited that there might be no leg relatives at Murray.
Miss Mabel Weeks left today for
New York.
Mr. R. B. Brawhear returned to
Eddy vele today after transatelnig
business In the city.
Mr. Ed Foster left
Hopkinsville.
Mr. W. W. Woods, who came here
to take the position of foreman at
the glass plant, returned to his home
at Winchester, Ind.. today.
Hon. Clem Whittemore, member
of the Democratic tate executive
committee, from First •district, is
in the city tod
Mr. 0. W utter
boro today
Mrs. . B. Nash
beth • sh left at
to sit Mrs. John J. Saunders
▪ eral weeks.
Mr. Ell Guthrie returned yester-
day front an eastern business trip.
Miss Lola Pullen. of Mayfield. Is
cent visiting Mrs. George Rawleigh, of
eectil" 630 North Sixth street.
business
Mrs. Mettle Forrest has returnedconsigned -
to her home at Murray after a visitasket.
to her sister. Miss Belva Broach.
Harold Schroeder, of Murray, ie
Hance at Pavilion.
here to enter business college.
There will be/a dance this evening
Mr. George W. McChesney. of 
at the Wallace park dancing pavilion
Me-
tropolis, was in the city today.
Mr. H. H. Loving ha a returned
from a trip to Mayfield in the interest
of the proposed interurban road.
Mrs. M. B. Stubblefield and Miss
mistake tn\ the choice. He is the son
of Dr and MTS. A. S. Dabney and his
future is one of promise.
Woman's Club Invitations.
The invitation committee of the
Woman's club sent out the invita-
tions to the opening reception of the
new club house on Monday evening,
next week. To all members of the
club was mailed an invitation con-
taining two presentation cards. one
for self and invited guest. Besides
the club members all gentlemen who
had contributed to the club were sent
invitations containing cards for two.
As some of the invitations have never
been received the committee desire
that the members and those who so
generously aided the club should
know that they were not overlooked
and feel most regretful. It is ju
probable that the Invitations b
unsealed and sent with one
stamps, were overlooked as
lag circulars in souse of t
houses and offices, and
unopened to the waste
given by the younger society men.
Launch Ride By Moonlight.
Mr. and Mrs, W. W. Sacra of the
Cochran Apartments, gave a launch
Lillie Wright have returned fromparty last evening In honor of their
May-field, where they attended thesister Miss lemma Higgert of Green-
funeral of Lee Wright.
castle. Ind. It was a delightfue affair,
Senator Conn Linn. of Callowaywith an informally pleasant number
wee in the city today enof guests. Refreshment were served county'
'route home from Louisville, whereduring the evening.
he attended the state fair.
---•-
The Lee Line wharfboat in St.
Louis, which has been tendered the
committee of arrangements, has beet:
accepted by it se the place where the
official boat of President Roost.% i• •
will land on its way from Keol,
Ia., to the deep waterwaYs conseli
lion in Memphis, is one of the 'erg
cat are' most commodious in that port
lied the committee has been congrat-
ulated on securing it. President
Roosevelt and party will arrive in St.,
Louis Wednesday, Cct. 2. and will
get off the boat onto the wharfboat
at the foot of Vine street. He will be
met in the wharfboat with carriages.
and will not have to put Os foot on
the levee. The boat will be handsome-
is decorated with flags and bunting
for the °ceases&
Capt. Robert E. Lee, president and
general manager of the Lee line, has
instructed D. M. Connors, the man-
aging agent of the company in St.
Louis, to turn over the wharfboat to
the committee on the day the presi-
dent arrives and to see that every-
thing Is in order for his arrival. The
steamer will lay alongside of this
boat until the president completes
his visit to the city of St. Louis and
returns aboard for the trip to Mem-
phis.
ABOLITION OF MINES.
Propesed by Members of Ti.,' !Lague
1.4.41144. C011fl•re111.4.
The Hague, Sept. 19.-One of the
stormiest sittinga eince the opening
of the peace couference 'parked the
discussion yesterday by members of
the committee on maritime warfare
of the project concerning thedaying
of submarine mines.
The leading note was the antag-
onism between Great Britain and Ger
many, Great Britain having the more
powerful navy, wishes to abolish or
limit to the utmost, the employment
of mines, while the interests of Ger-
many are In direct opposition to such
a proposal.
1116 LEGACY GOEs To M.ASONS.
Pennsylvania Man Leaves Fortune for
Eduration and Support of Orphans.
Philadelphia, Sept. /S.-Under the
will of the late Thomas R. Patton.
treasurer of the grand lodge of Ma-
sons of Pennsylvania, who died re-
cently, his entire estate valued at be-
tween moiso,04) and $3,000,0e'a,
devised to the grand lodge of Penn-
s) Ivania for the education and sup-
port of male orphans of master Ma-
sons. Peter Boyd. an attorney of
this city, is made sole executor of the
estate.
ENGINEElt IND Cl/NDUCIrOlt
---
Arrested on Charge of, Being Ite
.eensible for Wreck.
--
Toronto, Ont.. Sept. 19.--The cor-
oner's jury investigating the resent
wreck on the Canadian Pacific rail-
way at Caledon, in which seven peo-
e ple were killed and others injured.
made its report today and directed
the arrest of Engineer Hodge and
Conductor Grimes. The Canadian
and Miss Eliza- Pacific Railway company was also
noon for Louisville blamed for putting inexperienced
for men in charge of passenger trains.
Miss 'Ann Settle will ItaVe tomor-
row for Springfield, Ill., to accept a
position as stenographer with the
Frisco road She has beea employee
as stenographer in the offices of Drey-i
fuss & Weil, the well known whole-
sale whiskey dealers:
Captain Ed Farley. Republican
at noon tot
went to Owens-
Mr. J. V. Blow, of Louisville. was
their office in Paducah. Ky.. on the In Paducah yesterday on business.
9th day of October, 1941T. Mrs. Fred Hoelsehea and Miss
H. W. RANKIN. Seca, rind Treas. Amelia Hoelscher, of Evansville. who
EVEN CHANCES.
Tragedian? "I've made up my mind to wait until. the managers send for
me. They know mes address."
."-CaMilletaTIT-"rletniefEr-OinTft+ you'll change first-your mind or address?"
FEtIt PETTIBONE IS NE1.11 END
Miner Suffering From liver Which.
Unleee Checked, Will Be Fatal.
Boise. Id., Sept. 19.-George A.
Pettibone was unable to appear in
the distriet court today to have his
caee setlor trial. An affidavit of the
attending phstecian .states that Pet-
tibone is suffering from Weser of the
bladder, which, unless soon checked.
will prove fatae It says an operation
may be necessary, hut fears the pa-
tient will be unable to survive it,
"I'nreal real estate" Is the kind you
pay real money for but find it hard
to sell for real y. People that
are not in t '11 with the real emote
ads, are the usual investors in un-
real real estate.
Fall Races
...And....
ANNUAL HORSE SHOW
Paducah, Ky.
4 ,40
Mem 24111, 23th, 28th and
27th •
$8.000 3`iiirgee and Premiums.
I.KE LINE II UtFri0.11T.
Carrie Nation Again.
Washington, Sept. 19.--Mrs. Car-
rie Nation was today arrested and
looked up to answer to a charge in
tee police court tomorrow of "dis-
orderly conduct." Mrs. Nation refused
When requested by an officer to atm.
lecturing to a crowd of 500 men front
the steps of the postoffice depart-
ment.
'Hors.' Stolen.
Mr. Frank Wahl. the laundryman,
reports his mare either strayed or
stolen and offers a reward of $10 for
return to him.
,HOW
TO GS
Kentiuky Horses and Ken-
tucky nut' are famous tot
their character and style.
And we have a stock of cloth-
ing this Fall which will in-
tereet every man interested in
fine stock.
We make a specialty this
week of business suits, sin-
gle breasted coat, three but-
tons, four buttons on vest-
trousers the newest out.
Come in and look-no obliga-
tion to. buy.
?AGE F1311
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HEALTH MEANS STRENGTH
Strength Brings Results
At this season of the year the Horse, Cow;
Sheep, Hog and Hen are weak from their
efforts daring spring and long, hot summer
days.
Vitality Gone
The Animals and Fowls can't produce profit-
ably. They must have help.
B. A. Thomas'
Stock and Poultry Food will bring perfect
health and full strength to all animals and the
hens through the molt in fine condition for
heavy winter laying.
The Hog Powder
Will positively cure and prevent hog cholera
and make healthy, heavy porkers. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed if given in time.
Hart Sells These Remedies at Factory Prices
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.
Am-rdr.r.r.rdrin-r4r4
Incorporated.,
Subs, rieeve inserting want ads in
The Sun alit kindly rinnenilwr that
all such Heins are to be paid for
alien the ad Is inaerted, the rule ap-
plying to f very one without excep-
tion.
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
/41TCHELL8 for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR beam.* and stovewood rinj
437 F. Levin.
WANTED- White g rl or aoi-Ja
to do housework for small family. Old
telephone 14S4-r.
-W.A5ITIT0-1)-- Boy IS years old to
work In printing office. Apply 12a
Broadway.
FOR RENT-Three largo rooms
to man and wife, no children, 9oti
North Seventh.
FOR RENT-Nicely furnished
front room, two gents or man aud
wife, b31 Jefferson.
FOR SALE-Six home power Fair-
banks Morse gasoline engine. Good
condition, will sell cheap. Apply to
S. E. Mitchell, 326 South Third
street.
FOR PURE apple vtnegar :years FOR RENT OR SALE--Eleven
old, Bicbun Bros., Stall 31, Market. -room house on South Sixth street be-
tween Clark and Washineteu. Newly
painted and in good condition. Apple
to H. A. Potter.
-FOR TRENT=The 2-story 12-room
brick house No. 317 North Seventh.FOR RENT--Apartment in 603
Basement with furnace. bath, etc.,North Sixth street. George Rawleigh.
FOR ISENT--Four r•ootus upstairs,
603 South Fifth, Phone 222.
FOR Dlii srUUD, old phone
2361.
WANTED--Mandohn tine guitar
players. Fine opportunity. W., care
Sun.
FOR SAI.E-Stock of groceries,
fixtures, horse and wagon. Good loca-
tion. Old phone 1543-a.
FOR SALE---Plakto, good as nevi
Call at 1102 South Fourth street. Old
phone 964.
FOR RENT-Two houses. 502 and
506 North Seventh street. All con-
veniencies Six rooms. Phone 254.
WANTED-Two or three rooms for
lieht housekeeping. near glass fac-
tory. Phone 230.
FOR RENT--Nere room residence.
Large yard, bath, etc., 410 South
AMBITIOUS MAN who wai In-
Tenth street. Rudy. Phillips & Co. 
vest $1,000 catio secure sole agency
both up and down stairs. Apply to
Dr. J. G. Brooks.
LADIES-Our catalogue explains
how we teach hairdressing, manicur.
leg, facial massage. etc.. in a few
weeks, mailed free. /doter College,
St. Louis, Mo.
WANTED Spoke turners for
Egan and West Chester lathes. at
Jackson. Miss. Apply at Hoops.,
Brothers & Darlington, Inc.. West
Jackson, Miss,
CLEANING AND PRESSING neat-
ly done. Satisfaction guarant '
Work called for and delivered
trial Is all I ask. James Duffy, S,uta
Ninth street. near Broadway 1" -•
462-a.
WANTED-Violin pupils. Apply
to Mrs. Ruth Clark, 621 Jefferson
street. Phone 532.
UPRIGHT PIANO for 'salt, in ex-
cellent ccudition, $95 cash. Cal.
314 °hie.
-FOR SALE-Household furniture
on account of leaving city. 1910 Jef-
ferson.
LOST '--White ahirtwaist between
Goebel avenue. Third street and Ten-
neetsee street. Finder call 1197, nett.
phone.
-WANTED-Good cook, also boy
about eighteen to assist porter. Apply
between 2 and 3 o'clock at Riverside
Hospital, North Fourth street.
FOR SAI,E -Household goods, all
new, in perfect condition, at 2107
Broadway, new phone 394,• old
phone 127,
FOR SALE-Potty and buggy.
i either separately or together. Apply
to S. A. Hill, at Sun office. or tele-
phone 964.
WYOMING HORSES Just received
at J. A. Glauber's stable. High bred
and unbroke. Bower Ranch Sales
Company.
- WE ARE NOW In a poiltion to
serve any and all kinds of sandwiches
chile and hot tamales, 111 1-2 South
Third.
CLOTHES cleaned and pressed.
All work guarar'eed. Solomon, The
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
WHEN BUYING HARNESS,
dies or repair at the Paducah Ha ess
, and Saddle Co., you, are getting. the
beat. 201 Kentucky avenue,
WE WILL, be atJaMee A. Glau-
ber's stable Saturday, September 2,
to buy !unsex and mules, 3 to 8
yeani old, Layne &
of a valuable article, that will sate
him a handsome profit from start.
Address T. L. Jones, No, 326 East
Third St., Cincinnati, 0.
- -
SATURDAY Sept. 21, I will open
my shooting gallery at ft,hkopf's old
building, 111 South Second street, oi
posite market. Glad to see all our
old customers. Wm. Bougeno.
_ 
BRIGHT MUSIC PUPILS WANT-
ED -Miss Lucile Blackard, graduate
in music under Prof. Dauer (1.1ep-
sig). teaches the latest methods and
'Theories in piano and voice. It paye
to get the best. Terms reasonable.
Call on her at 1104 Jefferson street.
Old phone 1437.
WANTED-For U. S. army: Able-
bodied unmaraied men between age*
of 21 and 35; citiwens of the United
States, of good character and tetn-
perate habits, who ran speak, read
and write English. Men wanted now
for service in Cuba. For informant),
apply to Recruting Officer, New Rich.
mend House. Paducah, Ky.
NIGHT SCHOOL - First month's
tuition free if you clip an.1 mail or
present this notice within the next
five days Is Draughon's Practical
Business College (incorporated)
314 1-2 Broadway. Paducah. Old
phone 1755 asking for particulars of
this remarkable offer. If you desire,
quit at end of month, owing nothing,
or eontinue at special 'rate-14 a
month.
W ANTED-L-Secret a ry. The d I rra-
tors of the Paducah Commercial club
will receivw applicatlona for secre-
tary, to be in:writing. to President H.
C. Rhodes. up until le o'clock te
Wednesday morning. next, Thom de-
siring to apply for the position
should file application and references
promptly.
PADUCAH rf)NTMERCTAL C1.111
C
PARE SIX THE PADUCAH EVENIWG SUN. THURSDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 10.
amelelleweall
PA 
BIG WEEK
September
24, 25, 26, 27
Annual
Horse Show
— ri
Fall Races
SIX THOUSAND DOLLARS
In Purses and Premiums
Big 40=Piece Band
Specially Engaged
Mr. Walter Palmer
Of Ottowa, 111., and Mr. Granville Cecil, of
Danville, Ky., will act as judges both at the
Horse Show and Races. There are tb better
horsemen in the United States than these two
gentlemen.
Mr. W. L. Talbott
Of Pontiac, Ili., licensed by the American
Trotting Association, will be the_ starter, and
fifty runners will make the best week's racing
ever seen in Western Kentucky.
amil••••••-••••••••-
•••••••• 
Some of the most prominegt horse
show owners in the world will coma
pete at Paducah.
••••=•••••••••••
Admission to Horse Show .
Grounds and Bleechers . . . . 25c
Grand Stand . . . . . . . . . 25c
Admission to Races
Adults . .
Children . • •
Vehicles .
• . 50c
▪ . 25c
. 25c
Special Rates from Everywhere
0 PENITENTIARY
UCAWS WITH BIG FELLOWS
Henry Clews to Kentucky
Hankers at Louisville.
tenantry Has Gone Ahead Tao Fast
In Cuetly Construction Work—
The South.
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT IS FIRM
Louisville, Ky., Sept. I9.—A plea
for 'the publehtnent by imprisonment
of dishonest -corporation officials and
a protest against the tendency in cer-
ta:n quarters to attribute the tecent
deellpe in the stock market to Pres-
ident Roosevelt's policies were made
by Henry Clews of New York in an
address before the Kentucky Bank-
ers association here today. Mr. Clews
took for his subject "The Situation"
and discussed existing conditions in
the financial world at considerable
length. He expressed the opinion that
the administration's expressed inten•
Con to originally prosecute the man
guilty of illegal practices In the man-
agement of stock companies will
prove a benefit instead of a detriment
to the country's business affairs.
Mr- Clews in the opening port:on of
his remarks reviewed the events In
the stock market during he past sex
monthe. A crisis had been impending
for a long time he skid, but the trou-
ble did not become acute until the
i
rate of $29,240,000 was imposed on
the Standard Oil company of Indiana.
Then the speculative millionaires who
had been trying to engineer an up-
ward movement in stocks found them
i sslves overloaded and they began to
led: out at whatever prices they couldobtain. Thu= with support withdrawn.
!there was a sharp decline in prices
'i of securities, the chief sufferers being
I the hest and h:ghest priced stocks.
Franchise Tax is the Subject of
Norfolk Conference.Discussion at
Norfolk, Sept. I9.-4ayor W. W.
Todd, of Jackson, Mich., spoke today
on "Low Rates for Public Service va.
Pratt:Ilse Taxation," before the an-
nual convention of the League of
American elanicipalities here. He
said In part:
"Personally my experience and ob-
servation have taught me that _the
creatures of the public corporaUons
have not borne their share of taxa-
tion. Their financial strength has
given them undue political influences
This influence has been exerted to the
detriment of the people in many
cases. Michigan believes In equal op-
portuaities, equal rights and equal
taxation. Her eittes, like thole of
most other states, derive their
powers through the legislature.
"The legislature in 1900 on the
reeommendation of Governor Pin-
gree repealed the charter of the
Michigan Central railway and com-
pelled the railroad to carry for two
cents per mile.
•Itvents immediately demonstrated
thr wisdom of this course, for it was
not only beneficial to the people but
to the railroads as well.
"The former paid less for their
transportation, and the latter
through increased traffic, obtained
better revenue.
"The main object of all legislation,
it seems to me, should be service to
the people at just and reasonable
rates.
"The state, so far as the state cor-
porations are concerned, and the fed-
eral government, so far as tnterstate
commerce is concerned, have ample
power to regulate these corporatioue,
and inasmuch 93 there is a way to
oblige these companies to pay their
share of the taxes, as has been
demonstrated in Michigan beyond
valorem valuations, it seems to me it
is the height of wisdom 'to insist
through legislation upon such rea-
eonable rates as investigation will
demonstrate can be imposed, and at-
the same time put all corporate prop-
erty for taxation purposes on the
saml basis with thai owned by in-
dividuals.
"The question is a big one, but the
demand for equal and exact justice
which during the last few years has
been sweeping over the country like
an epidemic, is working out, it seems
to sue, the greatest problem now be-
fore the American people."
lain cure for the disease, if it again
appears.
"While stocks were going down
rapidly, cotton advanced, thus show-
ing that cotton is still king in the
south, althotigh less powerful in Its
sway, than before the war, Owing to
the sautit's development of its other
resources and its more dyers:fled fi-
nancial and commereial interests. It
Is fortunate in not having all its eggs
in one basket.
"The apprehension excited among
investors Ind Fp-eels:atom by that i
$29.240,00ti fine," said Mr. C:ews.'
"did an ImMenee amount of harm
thtoleh the enormous losses to which
.L 1. in combination with the prose-
cution of the Southern railway by
tl.esouthern states, involv-
na and Alabama and the United
Meaty. (-null. that extravagant fine.ea
suggestive of opera bouffe, was the
immelate cause of the heavy liquida-
tion ti- at produced the Atrguet crisis
and -turned the-New York stock mar-
ket into a storm center. Although
there was no probability or even pos-
sibility of this fine ever being col-
lected from a million dollar corpora-
tion,-even affirtned on appeal, pub-
lic sentiment was about as much dis-
turb:41 as if it were ultimately col-
lectible. By creating, although with-
out sufficient reason, fear of confis-
cation it led to those enormous sales
and sacrifices of stocks by investors,
as well as by speculators, and the vir-
tnel panic that lasted those two long
and wemorable weens.
"The innocent thus suffered with
the guilty, and the evil effect of Such
a fine was clearly demonstrated by a
'very severe and disastrous object It's-
son. The true remedy for rebating
and other wilful violations of law is
not to be found in the infliction of
heavy pena:ties on the guilty corpora
lions but on the responsible and guil.j
ty officer,: of these corporations, and
not alone by fine, but by imprison
ment. Heavy fines inflicted on corpo-
rations fall finally on their stockhold-
ers, through a corresponding loss of
etivideqd paying power; and the low-
ering of market prices for their
-tocks. The proper remedy is punieli
ment behind iron bars.
"As the stockholders are in no way
responsible for delinquencies in man-
agement, it is unjust to make them
euffes the consequences of these. It
shoule, therefore, be the future poi-
: of both the federal government
and the states to punish corporations
for illegal practices by criminal pro-
eeedinga against those in their em-
p.otenent Who are found to be tea-
sponeitile for them. Thus punish-
meats will be confinq' to the guilty,
and confidence wile be restored among
- evesfora, for such prosecutions
would in no way tend to depreciate
the Value of the stocks and bonds of
the corperations concerned, but on
the contrary they would tend to en-
hanee their value by promoting lion
est vnanageMent.
"Stimulated lee the country's enor-
mous prospeety during the last few
years, we have gone ahead tod fio•
in all kinds of new and costly to::
irarcetion work and, impr8vement-
We have in fact, gone ahead regard-
less of expense e: and railway and
manufacturing corporaieons hay.
stretched their credit, in too -man
instanees, almost to the Threakie
point. Meanwhile the railways
been overtaxed with treffic and
ufactories overrun with orders for
their products; and they still are so
notwithstanding all the much discuss-
ed and confidently predicted falling
off in trade.
!'Of one thing we may be sure, and
thai Ii that -President Roosevelt will
alaTays stand firm In his policy e:
enforcing the law against wrongain
;:ng by corporations. We heard th
;from Secretary Taft in his strong en
idorsement of that policy, and e
;heard it reaffirmed in the president'
iProvincetnwn speech. But the penal
Ititel should always be inflicted on tie
Indevidual officers responsible for vi-
olatioult-Ot. inWA Wide**. 'be be ef-
teethe!. shouuttnvOtins imprisonment,
not.fines azipaat the* ortile corpora-
tions. That reinedy la the, only ter-
SHARKS WORTH MONEY.
---
Nicaraguan NI ers Viewed With
Eye to Profit.
Ournmerce new proposes to- convert
the famous and almost sacred shark
of the bay of San .luan del Norte, in
Nicaragua, into factory products.
Amedeans have been tempted by
the vast number and sizes of the
sharks down there and the ease or
catching them into studying possible
uses for the monsters, and they find 
Ithat there is lots of money in sharks
'Nice& there is hardly a part. of thel
wicked brute that cannot be utilized
for something.
Por instance, shark line. when prop
oily prepared, furnish jelly that
welter; a really delicious soup. There
is, en excellent market for it every-
where on earth where there are Chi-
nese, and it has even been claimed
that, If it were once offered as an
American Product, it would not be
long before the people of this country
would relish it as much as do the
Chinese.
The livers of sharks produce splen-
did clear oil that is very valuable and
in great demand for the larication
of the works of watches, clocks and
of fine guns. This oil Is held in al
most as great estimation as is the
oil obtained- from the porpodere and
dogfish liver, generally conceded to
be the finest oil there is.
The skin of shaeks is of a beauti-
ful burnished gray or bluish color.
it looks like finely grained leather by
reason of the tiny prickles feet all one
They are. quite invisible to the
!
naked eye. Minute as are these prick-
les or thorn's, they are no powerful
that it is almost impossible to rub
the hand over a shark's skin in the
direction opposite to that in which
they point.
This property makes the skin val-
uable for the manufacture of "sha-
green." and it is both tough and easy
to work, shark skin can be used for
a multiple of purposes in whteU dee-
- orative leather effects are applicable.
Even the bones of sharks are usta
Cul. The backbone is in constant de-
mead by walking time manufacturers
They pass a thin malacca or steel cane
through the beautifully polished and
perfectly round vertebrae and Dell
them for high prices as curiosities.
The teeth and jawbones are Rata-
ble readily to collectors and tourists.
A gaping pair of jaws front a twelve
or fourteen-foot shark makes a strik-
ing and deoorative ornament.
When the American business man
gets ;JOr the sharks in lie bay of
Watch the
Label
This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar-
tee to those to whom
you sen d flowers,
that you buy the best.
•-•
San Juan del Norte there will be
great dismay in the tropical fish
world, for the natives have heft the
monsters undisturbed for centuries
tlw result being that from Greryton
north and south the sea is thronged
stab sharks of all species, ranging
in size from two feet to fifteen feet
and even more.
Among them are the swift blue
sharks, the savage striped tiger shark.
Opotted leopard sharks, hideous ham-
mer-beads, threshers or swingle tails
and the immense but lazy basking
eharks, which often grow so large
whales.
tiesthe have been mietaku for
No one has ever tried to destroy
them, and with the exception of an
orcasional tourist, none has ever
fished for them, either for sport or
market. &zr they have become bolder
and bolder each year, until now they
will swim clove alongside of the big
and little boats watching them closely
in the hope that somothing will fall
overheard.
The respect in which the natives
appear to hold the sharks often leads
a casual visitor to believe that they
have a superstitious regard for them -
hut the "real truth of the matter is
that the lazy arise unambitious Cen-
tral Americans let the sharks alone
because the greedy fish save them
the trouble of keeping their harbors
clean.
In that hot climate the offall (ha:
falls oveiboard and floats decays
quickly that even the disinfectioe
qualities of salt water have no pre-.-
fleet effect upon it. And everybods
In the seacoast towns throws waste
matter .into the harbor at his own
sweet will. In addition, the ships
throw into the water everything that
they do not ned.—Philadelphia Rec-
ord.
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At present about half the coke in
Germany is produced in the &diet-
etyle of ovens, whl,•h burn all their
own gas, and from which only ex-
haust beat is available for steam gen-
eration. The other half of the coke
is made in by-product ovens, where
the gases are cooled and deprived of
thcir tar, ammonia, benzol, etc., and
are then used partly for heating -'the
ovens themselves and for gas engines.
By constructing these by-product
ovens on the regenerative principle
all their gas can be used in gas en-
gines. It has been estimated that the
gas and waste heat from the coke
ovens in Germany are capable of_pro-
ducing from 5'00,00a to 6011,000torse
power, according as they are used for
steam generation or in gas engines
co partly for o1w and partly for the
other. C.oke oven gas engines with a
total capacity of 44,000 horse power
were actually In use or in course of
eonetruction last summer.
Blast furnace gas is a still more
Important source of power. With a
monthly output of 1.000,000 tons of
iron, wheels was slightly exceeded he
the blast furnaces of Germany in
19R6, It Is found that they generate
enough gas to produce 1,4100,000
horse power if used in gas engiges or
about half that amount if burned
under boilers In connecting with the
best reciprocating engines or steam
turbines, and only one-third of a mee
Lion horse power or less if used with
steam eugines such as are often found
at metallurgleal works and mine-,
The blaet furnace gas engine le
made rapid progress, and in Ma
1906, there were in operation or in
course of construction in Germany
such engines with a total capacity of
172 ,ft horse power—Engineering
Magazine.
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The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve yuu. We
glee promt personal at-
tention at all tones., :
PHONE 9 1 5
-
'
HARRY
,
..4 4.' • '4:-
•
ANDERSON,
AmmiP Avamommon
Guy
211.213
,NANGF
Undertakers and
S. Third St.
(5 SON
mbalmers
Paducah, Ky.
We Use
Bosom
the King
Ironers.-.Why?
it irons smoothly,
button holes or stud
shirts with buttons
either stiff or plaited
seen is missing.
it in West Kentucky.
a
_-_,_-_ 
-
LAUNDRY
200. 120
of All
'
not rough. •
holes match.
are ironed perteetly
i
bosoms like new, and
Satisfy yourself by
.
and
the
sending
•
First—Because
Second—The
Third—Negligee
without injury.
Fourth—It irons
"hump" so often
No other lilte
us your laundry.
_
,Both Phones
STAR
North Fourth St.
-
enellalks imessoonsincassummour•
FOR RENT
• 1 AMERICAN-UNIAN NATIONAL BANK
Sev,ral desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
EXCELSIOR
Niariertneet urceel by
KENTUCKY EXCELSIOR CO.
New Phone 944. cor. Third and Ohio.
 11111191111
—If you !Hive too much of' Attlee-
thing which another man ha• not
enough or, and a claw:filed ad. can
introduce you to each other— thala3
i pub/ielty's part in tite mailer of cre-1ming hominess.
k
1/4
e
e •
INSURANCE AGENTS
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Fire,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,
Mice Phones °'d 362sNew 3,.•
Steam Boiler,
Bonds,
Plate Glass,
Cargo,
Hull,
Elevator.
Residence Phones Old 726New 726
Campbell Building, Paducah, Ky.
 Mal& 
Garden lose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles
All Hose Repairs
Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot_ -20c
ED. D. HANNAN
The Sanitary Plumber
Witt-Phones 201 142 S. Fourth St.
325 Keutneky. Avenue.
.1e
4
p.
ekt
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LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidnry and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses glee relief, and °as beg
PrtII cure any ordinary case of Kid-
ley or bladder trouble. Removes
'travel, cures Diabetes. Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder In both
Len and women Sold at 50 cents
per box en the no cure tie pay basis
by McPberson's Drug store, Jeanne
and Broadway, sole agent for Padn
Nth or sent by mail upon receipt of
price by Lark Medicine Co.. Lank-
vulls. KY •
eiandpile Morality.
The sandpile for the small child,
the playground for the mideleosized
child, the athletic field for the boy,
folk dancing and social ceremonial
life for Ote boy and the girl in the
teens, wholesome means of social
relationship during adult life—these
are fundamental conditions without
which democracy cannot continue,
becatise ;won them rests the develop-
ment of that self-comered which is re-
lated to an appreciation of the needs
of the rest of the group and of the
corporate conscience, which is ren-
dered necessary by the complex inter-
dependence of Modern life.—Chari-
ties and the Commons.
"Mies Ethel." he began, "or Ethel,
I mean. I've known you long enangh
to drop the 'Miss,' haven't I?" She
fixed her 'lovely eyes upon him with
'a meaning gaze. "Yes. I think you
have," she said. "What prefix do
you wish to substitute?'ia—Tit-Bits.
DID BIM
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FLOWERS
Fur beautifying eitur yards and
estimates on flower beds we
will call and see you. Phene
Schmaus Brot for the largest
and most complete stock of
flower) and plants in the city,
Free delivery to any
part of the:city.
SCHMAUS BROS.
lioth Phone 192.;
Nashville, Tenn., September
21, 22 and 23, round trip
$4.75, good returning until
September 30, account of
home coming.
Rechmond, Va.; September
29th to October 5th, round
trip $41.75, good returning
October 19th, account general
conventi;n Episcopal church.
(vington, Ky., September
16th and 17th, round trip
$10.20, retutning September
21st, account Christian Mis-
sionary convention. 00
Louisville Ky., Septembes
14th to 21st, round trip $6.95,
returnine• until September 23.
account, Kentucky state fair.
Jamestown, Va. — Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Com h
excursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
BroaciwaY or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
AO City Ticket effiCe
R. M. PRAIIIER,
A revolt rition Depot
itefilr41111111111111111111111118111911111.1111111111111.
A Rock In  the Baltic
By ROBERT BARR.
thor of
"The Ttiumph• of Eugene Valmont,' 'lekla," "In the Midst of
Alarms," "Speealations of John Steele." "The Vienna." Etc.
Copyright. 1906. by Robert Darr.
Sy Arrangement with The Authors and New 'papers Asfeciation of New York,
air rateihnoni co. eerv..arnvom-..kro it aIIPSX.te.,- Jae+ oeseetaseueaesateese
(Continued from last issue.)
"Oh, yes. As I told you. I Intend to
lire very quietly in St. Petersburg. and
the prinee has his shop and a pair of
rooms above It In a working quarter of
the city. I shall weepy one of the
rooms anti he the other. The prince
Is no excellent cook, so we shan't
starve, even if we efigrge no servant."'
"Has the prince given his estates
away also?"
"Ile hasn't given them away exactly,
but he is a very indulgent landlord,
awl he spends ed) molt  nay on his
experiments and travel that, althougb
he has a formidable income, he is,, very
frequently quite short of money. Did
you like hint?'
"Yea Of course I maw him for a
moment only. I wonder why they
haven't returned. 'Whereas been sev-
eral dances since they left."
"Penults," said the Rottenest, with
a slight return of his stammering.
"your friend they be as fond of danc-
ing as Jack he"
"Yeti am still determined to go to
RIII4Sia?"
"Quite. 'There Is absolutely no den-
ten I may not accomplish anything
but I'll have a try at it. The prime)
has a good deal of heauenee in St. Pe-
tersburg. which be will use quietly on
my behalf, so that I may see the Im-
portant people. I shall la. Wad when
the captain ceases frowning"—
Drummond was interrupted by a
fellow officer, who raised his cap and
begged a word with him.
-1 (Melo_ Drumwend, the captain
wanted to see you."
"Oh, did be say that?"
"No. but I know he has left a note
for you in your cabin. Shall I go and
fetch it?"
"1 wish won would. Chesham, if you
don't mind and it isn't too much tton-
ble."
"No trouble at ail. •Deligbled. I'm
sure," said Chesham, again raising his
cap and going off.
"Now. I wonder what I have forgot-
ten to ild)."
jirummond heaved a sigh proportion-
ate to himself.
"l'ader the present condition of
things a lilt of neglect thet would go
nunotieed with arsither man is a sigu
Of unrepentant villainy in toe. Any
other lieutenant may steal a hone,.
whine .1 may net leek leer it hedge.
You see how eeceesnry it is for me to
go to Russia and get this thing smooth-
ed over."
"I think perhaps you are too sensi-
tive and notice slights where nothing
of the kind is meant," said the girl.
Chi...thaw retornell and banded Drum-
mond a letter.
"Will you excuse me a moment?" be
said, and as she looked at him he flat
tered hifuself that he evotieed a trade
of anxiety in her eyes. He tore open
the missive.
"By Jove!" ho cried.
"What is it?" she conk' not prevent
herself from saying, leaning forwent.
"I am ordered home. The seentraity
commands me to take the first steamer
for England."
"Is that serious?"
He Laughed with well feigned hilar-
ity.
"Oh, no, not serious: Just their
way of doing things. They might ens-
"Jam ordered home."
Hy have allowed me to conic home in
my own ship. My only fear is I shall
have to take the train for New York
early tomorrow morning. But,' he
said, bolding out his Mende, "it Is foot
serious if you allow we to write to you
and if you will permit me to hope that
I may receive an answer."
She placed her hand In his, this time
without hesitation.
"You may write," she said, "and I
will reply. I trust It Is not !serious."
CHAPTER V.
N midafternoon of the day fol-
lowing the entertaimueut 01)
board the Consternation our
two girls were seated °pewee
lee another under the rnftere ef the
sewing mom in the listless, desultory
manner of those who have not gone
home till morning, till daylight did
appear. The dominant note of a sum-
mer cottage is the rocking chatr, and
there were two in the sewing room,
wheivp,Batherinu and Daitatisis•awaYed
gently hack and forth rat they talked.
They' sat cies* to the low, broad win-
dow wide); presented so beautitni a
plettme of the blue bay and the white
°SWAM. The huge ConetentatiOn liv
moored with her broadside toward the
town, all sign of festivity already re-
moved from hull and Mewing, and to
the scarcely slumber satisfied eyes of
the girls something of the eadneee- of
departure seemed to hang us a haze
around the great ship. The girls were
not diseitssing the past, but rather 'D-
B(41)111111)4 be future, forecasting it.
with long. silent pauses loterveuing.
"So you will not stay with us? You
are determined to turn your wealthy
back on the poor Kerala family?"
Katherine was saying.
"Bet I shall return to the Keane
family now and then. If they will let
Mr. I must get away for a time and
think. My life has peuditlenly become
til topsy turvy, and 1 need to get my
beerhore as does a ship that leis been
thr.e.gti a storm and lost her reckon
Ina."
"'Shp dunno where she are.' as the
song says.
"Esiietly. That is the state , of
things."
"I think it's too bad. Dorothy. that
you did not allow tie to make public
announcement of your good fortune.
Just imagine what an ovation you
would have had on board the cruiser
last night if it had been known that
the richest NVOIllall in that %assemblage
was a pretty, shy little creature sitting
all by herself, and never indulging in
even one dance."
"I shouldn't in the least cart for that
sort of ovation, Kate, and if every one
present were as well pleased with the
festivities as 1, they must all have en-
joyed theinseivee•ltemensely. I believe
rry freend• Kate did my share of the
dancing as well as her own."
'Si'.' dnneted, and site dewed, and
she danced them u' situ.' I think those
are the words of the Scottish song that
the princi. quoted. Ile seems up in
Spotted' poetry ad does not eyeu re-
sent being called a Scotchtuan. This
energetic 1,:irsoa of the song seems to
have danc.al nine all to a standstill,
as I unikrstood him, for be informs
rue 'a' I.:0:MA 'all' and 'din' means
1,,ii I told hn I'd rather learn
Rtlasittll than Scoteh: It was so much
easier, aril ids highness was good
eitongli to laugh at that. Didn't the
lieutenant ask you to dance at all?"
"Oh, yes, he did."
"And you re fu.sed ?"
"i rtensed."
"I didn't think he had penile enough
to ask u girl t o (Ins-e."
"Yon are ungritetal, Katherine. Re-
member he intrudes-eel you to the
prineve'
"Yes, that'n so. I had forgotten. 1
shall never say anything against hint
again."
"You like the prince, then?"
"Of all the crowned heads, emperors,
kings, SI1it11/151. minor us of every de-
eeription dukee, count's, earls, mar-
quiees, whom I have met and who
have pestered my life asking one to
share their royal perquisites I think I
may say quite truthfully that I like
this Jack 'Lamont better than any one
of them."
"Surely Prince Jack him not offered
eyou his principality already?'
eNde not yet. lint with an eye to the
future I have persuaded hint to give
up Tolstoi and read Murk Twain, who
is not only equally lernorotte lout much
more sensiple than the Russian writer.
Jack most not he cilowect to give
away his estates to the pensantm as bit
silly sister has done. I may need
them later tin."
"Oh, you've got that far, have you?"
"I hare got that far. He II/MI.4. lie
doesn't know anything nbout it, but
I'll wake him up when the right time
comes. There are mane elements of
sanity aismi hint. Ile told me that lie
Por the,
CHAFING DISH
Driaturoci
Alcohol
We take pleasure In announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics it is the most
economical and satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, It,
also burns without any of its
offensive odor. Next time try
it In your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion teyou. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it,
Both Phones 7511.
15C 3i pt. and bottle; Sc rebate
for bottle.
250 1 pt. and bottle: 10c rebate
fog bottle.
350 2 pt and bottle; 100 rebate
for bottle.
S. II. WINSTEAD
NOT Service se Telephone Orders.
Seventh and Brealway.
All These for
a $1.00 Bill
Sauitol
Sanitol
Sanitol
Sanitol
Sanitol
Sanitize
Santa,'
Sanitol
Benito'
Sanitol
Toot Powder....25c
Face Cream 25c
Tooth Paste .25c
Toilet Powder  25c
Liquid Antiseptic..25e
Rath Powder ..,25c
Tooth Brush 85e
Shaving Creme 25e
Violet-Elite Soap. 25c
Face Powder 35c
Total retail price... . $2.70
ALL THESE FOR A $1 BILL
0 Call at McPhee ,itaseDrug
Store and we will explain how
to get the above preparations
for $1.00.
McPHERSON'S
Drug:Store.
Intended to give tip le: ()stater, but to
the first place he hadi been too busy
mut in the second he needed the nein-
ey. Ills good sense, however, requires
refining, so that he iney get rid of the
dross. I don't blame Min: I blame Tot-
atol. For instance, when I asked hits
if he had patentol lfl liquid city in-
vention he acid he did not WW1 to
nin.ke a profit free) his (Mowery, hut
Intended It for the g'" -oh f humnotty
at large. Imagine stet, all idlotie idea
as that!"
"I think such views are entirely to
his credit," affirmed! iterothy.
"Oh, of course, but the plan is not
practienble. If he anew.; sueh en in-
t-mitten to slip throdezii lile femora, the
Standard Oil titeeee will likely get
holti-of it, form a niet,,,p ly. find then
where would humanity at large lei? I
leil him the right nay Is to patent it,
nialie all the money lie can and use
the cash for beuellire batnanity
the directkin of /UMW` charitable person
like myself."
"Ditl you sugrest that to hint?"
"I did not intim:lb, ',II" ITI sensible
-ems wits, but I phyla:tied the prin-
*die of the thing."
"Yes. And whit did he say?'
"Many things, Dorothy. ninny fling's.
.kt one time he beentre eidetidieetial
about his poresessiens in foreige lands.
It seems be Oirt110 114MPett I (-notes, end
whoeshe 'aisles. any of them lie eantiot
prevent dm" moujiks. if that Is the
proper term for the peteeentry over
there, from prostrating themselves on
the ground as he passes by, beating
their foreheads against the earth and
channel; in choice Itussian the phrase:
'Defer, defer. Here conies the lurd
lcgli executioner,' or words to that
effeet. I told him I didn't see why he
eliould interfere with sib pictnresque
dmetton, and he said if I visited one of
Lem castles that these eethattble people
at a word from ben would Conn a cor-
duroy road in the mnd with their hol-
ies, PO that I might step dry shod from
the carriage to the ravine (Mere. and i
etinuinted that he ehenitl at lease
'proud it bit of stair earpet over the
poor wretches before I made may prog-
ress a-ross hls front yard."
• Wel!, you did become confider:nal If
you discussed a visit to Russia."
''Yes, didn't we? 1 auppone you don't
approve of ,:ty foment eonductr
"I am sure you acted with the ill-
most pridenee, Kate.",
"I didn't lose any time, though, did I'!"
"I don't know how much time is re-
quired to attain the point of friendship
you reached. I am inexperienced. It Is
true I have read of love at first sight,
awl I am merely waiting to told
whether or not this is an instance of
"Oh, you are very diffident, aren't
you, sitting there so bashfully!"
"I tnay seem timid or bashful, but
it's merely sleepiness."
"You're a bit of a humbug. Dorothy."
"Why?"
(To be continued in, next issue.)
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
TAR AND CANCNALAGUA
Por the complete cure of Coughs. Colds,
Asthma, •od fltriachitls mad all Luna etAlt •
plaints tending to Consumption. Livorw•rli.
Tar •nd Wild Ch•rey have for ages main•
leaned an established reputation so • Plendard
rough Remedy. It contains no opium or h•rnt
fu: drug. can he gives with safety to children.
Price t1.00. Sold by Alvey Fe Limit.
-- Williams MI/ Co., Props., Cleveland, 0,
SCHOOL GIRLS INJURED
BY .t Itt-N.AWAY HORSE.
Mayfield, Ky., Sept. 18.—A horse
belonging to the Mayfield Grocer)
company and being driven by Charlie
Church, ran away- Tuesday afternoon
South Mayfield. Three girls, Misses
Jesele and Allie Church and Miss
Li:mote Humphries were in the wa-
gon en route to school and were all
throw out. The moat seriously
jiired its Miss Humphries, who was
lagged for some distance and pain-
fully bruised. The girls were taken
to the home of Dr. Stokes in South
mayfield and given medical treat-
ment.
illaaTaleS TO RESIGN.
Former elayor of Louisville Will Not
Quit Water Board,
Louisville. Ky., Sept. IS.—Former
Mayor Charles F. trainger declines
to comply with the request of Mayor
TlInsham that he resign from the
board of wnter works because of the
fact that he has a contract with the
board of eater works and that he
holds a position as member of the
State racing commission.
Mr. Grainger holds that, inasmuch
as there Is no salary attached to
Other potatioa. Atte is no baeonsist-
cncy in his holding both places.
I A man can run a store without ad-
wertielng and he can wink at a girl
in the d;1: —hut what's the use
LEAVE TOBACCO
TO HEAR WILLSON
Planters of Bourbon tromd
Court House at Paris.
Candidate for
AI'S% P.M False Assertione
Opposition.
EXPlosEs TEalPERANCE
Paris, Ky., Sept. 19.—One of the
best evidences of the intense interest
that is being taken in the campaigii
for good government In Kentucky
was shown I the audience which
greeted Augustus Willson, the
Republican nominee for governor, at
this place today. Of the crowd which.Mieeouri delegates, wino failed to 5"-
filled the circuit court room of the lcevu the assistare.a. of the courts in
handsome Bourbon county eourl securing their recognition in the
house a large portion came directly lodge meeting, say Supreme Prole c -
front the farm, where the cutting of tor 1.0,-eitzo IT. Loeleard will be re--
What-co and hemp is being conducted
with unusual activity Just now.
During the tobacco cutting process
a day's rain might result in the loss
of all or a portion of a trop, and for
a tobacco grower to leave the field at
this particular time is consaiered all
evidence of loyalty to principle am!
pride In Kentucky welfare, that is
not to be denied.
On their arrival here this morning,
Mr. Wilisen and his party were met
at the station by a reception eoinnot-
tee and a 'brass band, and driven to
the Windsor hotel in carriages.
-Mr. Willson held an informal re-
ception at the hotel for nearly two
hours, during which time many Re-
putilicau leaderti of the tounty
Meat hiss sad discussed organization
and other waiters, All of them assur-
ed the Republican nominee that Bow
bon county could be depended upon
to return a handsome Republican ma
Jority thiS felt
In his address today Mr. Willson
again exposed the false pretenses et
the Democratic state machine in the
matter of temperance legislation, lie
-tiowed how Goveraor Beckham had
never helped the temperance cause
toy any official act, and how the gov-
ernor and his associates worked te
defeat the eounty wilt bill.
Mr. Willson called attestion to A
certain statement ',tech has ht.,:
made by the machine nominee Ith
effect ;hat% if he was elected gover-
nor, one of his first °WM: acts
wouid be to pardon the men untie)
indictment in connection with the
Goebel murder.
18 Tears' Saran jIndorsed by Business Rem Incorporate'. 8300.000.00 Capital
PRACTICAL BUSINESS 
29 Colleges in 16 States. Inc. F. Draathon. fres.
Safe
Known as the Up-to-Date Business 
Schools"R liable Rel.:SA:10AX
FIR EE MAIL Set-lilac. It IN lio.,t; , n,sal.' nutisli. 1.1ustruiln4a n t- k IN per.ons each county, '11
14 
FREE
POSITIONS Si:CURED or BiON EY REFt'NDEI)
BY A 
S fort hend, emend is business college. who WI; I al u1,e11
an11111111), .%1111411tetle, Telegraphy, lA,tterIt'LIP nail send thin notice, (mentioning Ltd,
Wriumo Low, )luellaIIICALI Drawing, Bust- (ulse) to Draushon's ude 1,-.)
PADUCAH, 314 ItitOlDWAY:
or Evansville; Memphis or St. Louis.
Weald Quit Campaign.
"If I thought the people belie-cad
would pardon these men without a
fair trial 1 wcruid quit this campaign"
he said. "A governor will not be a
political governor if he Is a gentle-
man, and here is a man who does not
believe that crime is pet:Meal."
How the people are being humbug-
ged by the statements of machin.
leaders was shown by Mr. Wills-iti
when he explained that the so-cal ed
Bradley bond issue of $1.000,000 was
to pay the floating indebtedness in-
curred by previous Democratic ad-
ministrations. This wits a sample , he
said, of the kind of square deal the
Frankfort machine believed In.
He then went on to show by figures
taken from State . Audkor Hager'e
books how the expense of conducting
the penitentiaries had been nearly
$1,000,000 more a year than under
Governor Bradley's odministration.
At the catee ' of his address Mr.
Willson paid an earnest tribute to
the people of Bourbon county and
their enbirprise and civic pride in
erecting the handsome temple of jus-
tice in which he was speaking.
good printer is a man of the
highest type. Ile attends to his own
case and makes It a rule never to be
out of sorts.
Herbs of Life
Healing Oil
8old by
Dr. Barry
Now on sale at,
Gilbert's Drug Store
lipth MOUS 71
Fourth and Broadway
•
IsNH.lits tile HONOR MEET. of differ, ede s. existing b(),IVIC weeks
0 go lieteet en himself and President
Missouri Delegation Ilettlsed Recoge la rvy St. Georgie Tneker, of the
nithon by the Courts, elitmeetoe ii expo :Rion, James 1V. Barr
i rdeiteete to be re it-yeti of his duties
Indianapolis. Ind.. Sept. 18.—The Ho, din our general. Continued con-
biennial session of the supreme lodgeiliiet 1), :as en Mr. Tucker and Mr.
Knights and Ladies of Honer, at its Barr ov, r the swial features of the
first session today, heard reports odexpoeition eause di Mr. flitI c's action.
officers and sele,aed a cottenitte,,_. oul, He clainis he carnot ',low in his
credentials composed of Sigmund :iii; aLd '
Barcierach for Arkansas, George T. ,,,clf-o
Hager, of Tennessee, and \V. L. Hick-
C),' of Tennessee. The election of of-
betel-) will he held tomorrow. The
hinplET PILLS.
Him) you neglected your kidneys?
Have you overworked your nervous
sytem and caused trouble with your
kltinme mud hadder? Have )0n
pains In lulus, side, back, groins and
bladder? Hate you a flabby ap-
pearance of the fare especially tin ler
the eyes? If so. Wieletus' Kidney
Pills aill cure you—at Druggists.
Price Site.
Wileame, Mfg. Co., Prom., Cleve-
land, 0.
111111 telarrs EX Pi osITIoN.
-
Ilarcrior General Says Ile Cato. Not
stain! for PIN Tucker.
Norkoik, Vu , Sept. 1 s.--in a let-
the levestinseeSun--10e. a trwea.
- - - -
1,01:1,4 AND TENNESSEE
!OVER PlaeliET OtIMI'ANY
• ( dee pee:Bodo
You TE:sNESsEE lot EIL
VIVENIINITP''''-
- -:-4k-,
STELIE1 LTDE
Leaves Paducah for 1.1.11111.11Porf. River
Evere We-dm-Way at 4 p. in,
a. W. WRIGHT.... ....... etagere
ICUCENE 1101:INS4)N Clerk.
This company o not respousible
tor invoice rhereds unitos colleced by
theeleik of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Padu-
tab to Waterloo Fare for the round
tip $8.0.0 . Leaves Padueab every
siodnee lay at 4 1111
SVANSVILLI.JA. PADUClRto the committee of tit-
' _elate:a ,t • ' , LJINR.
(lsoor-eoratad)
HENRY MAMMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
EENTP0RY.
Soak Binding, Bank Work. Legs
and Library Work a siseckilty.
NEW STATE HOTEL
blE"f ROHM lte. ILL.
ID. .t. Bailey, Prop.
fewest and beet hotel in the vita
Kates rel.00. Two large sample
poles. Rath rooms. Electric Lights
the only centrally locsatele Hotel ls
lie city.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAOK
LICITACD.
DR. H. T. flessig
Office 205 S. Fourth St.
Office hours:
Ito 10 a.m. 2 to 4 p m.
Both Phones 270.
R. L. McMurtrie
Manufacturer of
Mattresses
Fureiture Stored and Packed
403 MMus St
AND
'ease% Asd f a/Await Packets.
(Dev.y Fxrwet Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John B.
(catkins, Isave Psduealt for Svanes
Ills and way landings at 11 a. m.
liTIAAM11414 RICA ITOWLE1111
Aliases Patoicaa for Gyro and war
landings at b a in sharp*, deity, ex-
empt Sunday. Special excursion rates
sow in effoet from Fade-kith to Cairo
sad return wite or witetout meals
nil room. Good MUSIC and table an-
/streamed .
Tor furiher infermetioa apply to
1. L. Fowler General Pass Agent, or
liven Power, City Pam Agent, as
c we.--Cre r.ta act • nell *Mbar,
• NM It
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
wiTH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FoR "OLLZ:148 gor1P,11:q3.
4i0OLDS 
AND AI. ISSOAT AND LtiNGtseThealte FreetES.
GUARANTEED ..'ATISFACT0BY11
OR. 11101TEY 14..c.:117NDED.
1
CITY TRANSFER CO
Ncw located at
Olauber's Stabh-:.
We are ready for all Rinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE' 499
 10
GOOD WHISKY
IS A NECESSITY _
It is needed for the sick as-a
tonic and stimulant.
Early Times
And
Jack Beam
Nine summers old. The govern-
ment stamp shows a guaranteed age,
hence proper maturity—
•
....-•.••-•-•••••-•••••••
• _....0•11n, ..... 1,04.- LCV.
•
• ;
a
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RAILROAD NOTES
MR. ROOT IN TRAINING AT MULDOON'S.
,a•Flo own o• r • • II,Ore 01.”••••••SIO /Ow./ • • re
es
• -c•v i ,„ ,.,\
es,g;e,- -senr,̂z
S.
-Berryman in Washington Star.
lhis meekness. might have been mareseriously injured.
TRUST ItUSTI NG tat\ l'ElleleNt'E.
After a month's work the (Wow ettorney-General Itouliparte and
plaaform is complete. Delay in the Dietsiti Attorney stets to Meet.
work as occasioned by the dificulty . Chicago. Sept. IS. --America's two
in spreading cinders. Both Illinois! ferenioq "trust bustere" wi:1 tornor-
Central and Nashy.11e, Chattanooga &Ie..% morning hold an important con-
St. 1/01 is platforms are of nice brick, fe.ence concerning a line of time pro-
making platforms that r .11 last for I secteions that are of the utmost im-
years,. I poeunce. Attorney-General Charles J.
Mr. I.. A. Wilkes. ot 1219 Jackson.lionaparte reached Chicago this Id-
s/Jew,, the gitbli known INInotig Cen-1:01.11Y-ni at 5 o'clock. Tomorrow morn
.tral machinist, was made a grand- .ng at 9 ec'oek he will go into con-
father twice Imede a week. Monday
hie daughter. Mrs. F. F. Craig, pre-
sented her husband with a daughter
and last night his second daughter,
Mrs. James Craig. presented her hue-
bend with a daughter
Master Mechanic R. E. Fulmer.
Tralnniaster A. F Page and Chief tions. The exact nature of the cases. 
Dispateher J Themes attended
has been carefully guarded. hut it iss
assured that they will constitute prob-steff meeting of titogehatendent A. It.
gan at Louisville esterday. ah:y the most important chapter ofh y 
the governmental program for the
discinlining of corporations that ex-
ist and are operating In violation of
:he Sherman anti-trust law and -tht
interstate commerce act as amended
by the recent new rai:road law.
One of the important matters At
the conference is the consideration of
the prosgeution of the international
Harvester trust. Upon this matter the
Jepartment of justice has given out a
ears. from Behleville. III , to Hopkins- tentative statement that prodecution
vire. It will pates though September would be made and that statement
29 via. east Cairo. indicates that - it will be mad%
The John W. Robinson Shows, two through an equity puseeellng intend-
A mahogany hog. mea,uring six
feet, eight inches in diameter. at the
snout end. was brought through Pa-
4u-ith this morning over the ill:toes
Centril from the south bied to
Louisville. It occupied the entire ca-
pacity of a "gon."
Local Illinois Central yardmen
have received a movement for tht
Robinson Amusement company, ten
advertising cars, nine passenger
coaches, riven stock cars and 22 flat
I .1.11., total 44 cars will pass through
Pa.liicah front metropolie tee•ptember
21, en rotor dsvin the Nashville,Chat-
tanooga & t. Louis.
James W. Hurst. a boilermaker
helper, got hold of a hot flue. yester-
day by mistake, and badly burned his
left hand.
Arthur Travis. colored, a machinist
helper, thjured his right haud in
handling hears iron yesorday after-
noon In the loeal- Illinois Ceutral
shops.
James McLaughlin, a well known
apprenti-e, is wearing handagek on
his right 'hand today. the result of an
accident which nesely "ot him esev-
eral fingers tie was holding a piece
of iron on whi Ii a husks helper was
beating with a re-pouud s-ledge ham-
- mer. Mclgiughlins hand ellpped and
The tried to avoid the hammer. His
finger tips were ("rushed, -and but for
River Stages.
fereme %Oil United States District Nashville 
Mean... Elwin W. Sims. In that con- Pittoburg 
tenger there will be decided what
action will be taken in regard to a
half dozen leading trust matters.
It Is indicated that among these
matters are new and interesting se-
Cairo 
Chattanooga 
Cincinnati 
Evansville-Missing 
Florence--Missing.
Johnsonville-Missing.
Louisville  -6.2 fall
Mt. Carmel  3.0 st'd
9.5 rise
6.1 rise
IR. Louis   8.7 • 0.3 fall
Mt. Vernon  10.6 0.7 fall
Paducah  8.8 9.4 rise
15.4 II, i fall
2.6 0.1 fall
12.9 1.2 fall
BIG PROFIT OF
STANDARD COMPANY
IS DISCLOSED
New York, Sept. 19. -Profit's .of
more than 1.000 per cent per year
are made by the Standard Oil com-
pany, of Indiana, the corporation
sentenced to pay a fine of $2e.24.0.-
Oft by Judge Landis, in Chicago
The corapanyet profits for 1906 were
$10.515,082, and in 1903 they were
$8,7,53,410, a total for two years'
business of $18,269,492. The Stand-
ard Oil company of New Jersey OWIlt3
9,9911 shares of the Indiana company's
stock The Indiana company Is cap-
italized for $1.,001/41,0e0 The divi-
dends paid by the Standard Oil com-
pany of Indiana last year aggregated
$4,4106,500, or a little more than $6,-
000,000 less than the profits. The
figures were presented today in the
federal proceedings against the Stand
ard Oil company of New Jersey. The
dividends and profits of sixteen other
subsidiary corporations were given.
Standard Oil cotnpany of Kentucky
--- In 1903, capital $1.000.000, divi-
dends $997,200, profits $1,772,173:
In 1V3, dividends $1,994,40.0, profits
$1,307,750.
Mr. Kellogg developed from Mr
Fay that the gross assets of the Stand
ard 011 company of New York in 1904
were 696,574,362, which compared
with $s8,474,561 for the previous
year. Mr. Fay said that from 1903
to 1904 the liabilities increased $34.-
000000, though he could only tell the
nature of the increase by referring
to the books of the New Jersey corn
pany.
27 1)111 ON JAPANFNE WARSHIP.
Sixteen °then. Are Injured in Exist....
siou Ituring Gun Practice.
Tokio Sept. 19 -Twenty -seven
men on board the Japanese battle-
ship Kashima are dead, it became
known today, front an explosion en
the vessel. The accident occurred
after target pratsfiee Sept. 9 near
Kure. Five of the dead were officers.
Two officers and isle men were wound-:
ed severely and two officers and six
men were hurt less serloualy. I Mrs:-Frett- Wycks -and Mrs. °Saar
0.0 The cause of the explosion is under Morris visited in Paducah Tuesday.
investigation. It occurred inside Quite a large crowd of Metropolis
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To .a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicery
with what iE virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
IN METROPOLIS
1.1
0.1
Business continues fair at 'the lo-
cal wharf notwithstanding the IOW
stage of the rivers, and time packets
that have been able to continue mak
ing their regular trips are all carry-
ing heavy traffic.
the shield of the starboard after ten- people attended the circus in Paducah
Many women and children were
among the victims.
DUN'T WANT LABEL.
Food and Drug Manufacturers. Raise
Objection to Recent Act.
Washington. Sept 19.-Canners ofed to dlteolve the trust into its eon- food were heard today by the board-eituent parts, with a pe-marient in- of food and drug luspection againstJunction against any subsequent op- which she was to pass into She hands the regulation for enforcement of the'rations as a trust as the final object of Dyeusburg people and be contin- food and drug act whieh providesof the effort. ued in the trade, did not go through. rules in regard to labels shall,The quest of immunity for the River men believe that a regular
-.that
S 
go In effect after October 1st next.'Chicago and Alton railroad will come boat on that trip would do a paying The regulation requires that afterbefore the cora rence of the morning, business tUpon this question It Is altsured that The gauge at Paducah title morns any 
. 
hat date the prineipal label used on'
ill be made to Judge 
package or can shall state the!a statement w
Landis September 24 that the road is isulgovr'eegrisyt•eeerteeded: 
which is a rise of substance of the products and name'
'entitled, tinder agreement with the The big towboat Sprague will 
paesithe. place of manufacture.
officials of the road, to immunilY• here today with a fleet of light coal 'THOUSANDS OF DoLLAILS
barges en route from the Miesissippil WORTH OF BAGGAGE STOLEN.
to Louisville.
The towboat Lyda ca.ee out of the New York. Sept. 19.-Thousands
Tennessee last night with a -large ot dollars worth of baggage has been
tow of ties. stolen in the last three months from
- The Stargaret-Te expected out of the Cunard Line steamship_ pier No
the Tennessee today with a tow of 51. North River. the police say, the
ties plan of the thieves beteg to change
The Dick Fowler got out to Cairb the owners' labels on the baggage and
this morning with her usual good to substitute for them labels bearing
operating in defiance pt the anti-trust_traffic aboard. the name of junk dealers. The Jet.
law state. The steamer Kentucky will be let sey City pollee have made -three at-
 off the marine way* Saturday. She rests which they-declare bear on the
Snit To Oust Standard OIL
Findley. Ohio. geptember 19.
--A_ suit to on at the Man-
hattan 011 company from doing bus-
iness in Oh.° haa been filed In the
circuit court by Prosecutor David,
who has made aeveral attempts on
the Standard and allied companlee.
David charges that the compstsfels
 .411111111111111.1
Boost Paducah
fireaterPaducah
Boost Paducah
inch gun. Wednesday.
It was not the shell which explod- Metropolis is busy with her grant-
ed, but powder which _evidently told walks Just now. One is under
caught fire from the gas emitted from construction for two squares upon up-
the breech when opened for the put- per Market street, one square on Fer-
pose of reloading the gffn. ry street and several squares on East
The hull of the Kashima Is not Seventh street.
damaged.
Thirty persons were drowned and
100 horses burned today at the Kosa-
kabi mine near Kotaru. Fire start-
Large quantities of hay are being ed in the mining works, and while at-brought to the Paducah market by stempts were being made to save thesouthern Illinois farmers, who cross'taitle the water reservoir was broken
the river on the Bettie Owen. On her flooding a portion of the villagefirst trip across this morning the Bet-
tie Owen brought ten large loads of
hay.
The H. D. Allen will be let off the
dry docks tomorrow and the J. B.
flIchardeon, which has been waiting
for several days, will be hauled out
tor extensive repairs. \
After making one trip to Dycus-
burg and return, the Gate City again
-tied up at the bank. The deal by
has been thoroughl yrepalred and is ease.
ready for her regular trade.
The Chattanooga Is due out of the
Tennessee tonight. She will not get
away on her return trip until Satur-
day.
The Hopkins will be the Evans-
ville packet today.
The City of Saltillo will be out of
the Tennessee today en route to St.
Louis -on her regular trip.
Official Forecasts.
over the success in securing the de-
feat of the proposed new charter for
Chicago, the United Societies for Lo-
cal Self-Government repose to pus'
their campaign thronghout the state.
and a general attack will be launch-
enee of more than 111,00.0 people over personal liberty Is the cry of the
roy. Ohio, Sept. - In the tires- ed against the so-called "Blue law's.'
half of whom had aever before seen a movement. e
balloon ascension, Edward Richards,
ie1 Dayton, Ohio, Met an awful death
4his. 
Mr Towngns liw long doeseijsr.qoon. - The evelit _pas .the ewe wrilw it lc year" 
1.
'Manil county fair and among , the. Wa-ale-it dentisffs .rtieGon-who's ;eliideng-I-;1features advertised to draw the coma- an' his eddleation an' raters] Riven-
.?try folks was the balloon ascension. tiveness.-ChIcato N
family to town to reside.
Mrs Herman Oox ie ill with throat
trouble.
A girl baby was horn to Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Barfield Tuesday. They
are well satisfied for she is the only
girl in their family.
Automobiling seems to,be a great
fad here *at present. You can hear
them all hours of the night.
John Hoagland and Bob MeGlas-.
son went to Marion, Ill, today to at-
tend the fair.
William Edwards and Morgan May
got into a .. dispute Tuesday over a
road to be made by Edward's farm.
They decided to settle their dispute
with their fists, but in the midst 'of
the fight a policeman arrived and
forced them to make apologies to the
Judge.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Henrickson,
of Williamson have returned home
after a pleasant visit to Mrs James
Davis, Mrs.- Henrielteon's sister.
Mrs. Samuel Wills has returned
home after a pleasant visit to her
daughter in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Crow have re-
turned to their home in Paducah af-
ter a pleasant visit to Mr. Crow's ate-
ter, Mrs. James Muriel.
TINS' REPUB1.1(14 MAKE PEA('E.
Protocol Signed Which Is l'Apertml
to rut an End to Squabble.
Washingion, Sept. I9.-A proto-
col was signed at the state depart•
ment today by the diplomatic recre-
DELAY Mit ST. IAM'IS sentatives of the five Oentral Amerl-.
,can republics accepting the invitation
of the United States and Mexico toAfter Het Fight in Council Measure
meet here at an early date to nego-Is Defeated.
itiate an agreement providing for per-
St. Lucas. Sept, 19 a hOt,nlarlent peace between the countries
fight, which for a time looked as If f represented. The protocol was sign-
ed in the presence of Acting Secre-it might end in delegates Or:hanging'
ttary Adee, of the state departmentblows and which did end in 200 bust-
land Minister Godoy. charge d'affalreenese men being forcibly ejected from
Of the Mexican embassy.the assembly room, the houire of del-
'The Ohio at EvansvIle and Mt egates this afternoon rejected the
Vernon, will continue rising during bill locating the municipal free bridge
the next 12 to 24 hours, then fall for at Chouteau avenue, for which bonds
three days. At Paducah and Cairo have been voted. The upper house
will continue rising slowly during the has voted for the Ctionteau avenue
next 36 hours. 'location and today's actien means the
The Tennessee. from Florence to 
Johnsonville, will fall slowly during 
or death of the billindefinite delay 
the next ns hours. Personal elhertles the Cry.
The Mississippi. from below St. Chicago, IlLt Sept. 19.-Elateed
Louis to above Cairo. will continue
lading slowly during the next two or
three days.
Balloonist Meets Death.
't
NI.tliK TWAIN ROGERS' Gl'10-ST.
'Author and Oil Man Ride in Auto.
Latter Acting as ('hauffeur.
Fairhaven. Mass., Sept. 19.-Sam-
uel L. Clemens a-as the guest today
of Henry H. Rogers at the summer
reridence of the latter in this town.
Mr. Clemens came over from New
York on the New Bedford Line steam-
er, arriving this morning. During
the afternoon Mr. Rogers and his
guest went for an automobile ride.
Mr. Rogers acted as chauffeur.
-This newspaper never contained
an advertisement that was not Im-
portant to anneone..No tame' of It
ever failed to contain at lewd one
that was importatte $4, on.
It 'a easy to he libeled with other
people's money.
HEROISM REWARDED._ in va points; he had 'ha.' on bus ne..1
Bradrortirocaldnivate,,t.: aorut,ath.c 
Erie 
h. Raw. barnedasat long piked esrehedeaierdslye and haabior)ut atthosi
rough: which fish was kept by Bar-
Charles A. Johnson, 'of Bradford.
_ _
was preseeted with a gold watch on
Saturday 4e the Erie Railroad com-
pany, on which he is a Bremen.
The deed for which Fireman John-
son was so handsomely rewarded oc-
curred several months ago, but he
was not forgotten, On March 2 a
train ran away on a hill near Dagus
mines and Johnson left his engine toIdre. ROAR Wadden, of Paducah, is go and assist the brakemen in settingvisiting Mrs. James Covington. ibrakee on the train, which was nuns- 11" Rvenine $13.-"e* a Weep'Thomas Duncan has moved hie lug at a high rate of speed. When 
he got through setting brakes he
turned to the locomotive and foie '
that the engineer had deserted
post and jumped front the tr,,
Johnson, however, was made of a
ferent goods than the engineer, a
took charge of the deserted enge
First, he looked. at the air and fotted
that wouldn't work: then he applied
sand and steam and manfully tee
to his post until the train was fina
wrecked. be seeping injury.
In addition to the watch a'
chain, Mr. Johnson received a vu
line commendatory letter from .1. .;
Stuart, general manager of the ee
paay, which is something that v.
few railroad men receive in the
tire course of their -
has been an employe of the con:p
for less than a year and-has slice,'
proved himself to be molded from
heroic clay. He has not yet been em-
ployed long enough le receive promo-
tion, as the eompany requires that v
man fire an engine three yeare 1 ,
fore being promoted to the posit,
of engineer, hut It is not pro'..
that Fireman Johnson will he f. '
ten when his time for promote
comes.-Bradford Record.
I t trot °urea-dee fltaffelltee Hie iffivefnor,
lu the Castle of Oxford, six mouths
or &tore. Ha spake not a word: all
:tanner of meats ern he gladly ear.
;but most greedily raw fish. Often.
;times he was brquIeht to church but
'never showed any sign of adoration.
At length, beitig not wiel hooked to.
he stole to the sea and never wit.
seen after."--Saturday
An Old Suffolk Fish Story.
Shingle Street Is some seven titres
from Oxford.' where the fine old N,
man tower still remains in which, Sc-'
cording to Ralph de Coggeghs11, a
strange creature was once incarcer-
ated. We are told "that In the year
1180, near unto Oxford, in Suffolk,
certain fishers took in their nets a
fish haying the shape of a wild man,
WANTED
5,000 people to go to
Cairo on the
STEAMER J. S.
Sunday, Sept. 22d
mr•
Good Music and
Dancing
Bat leaves Paducah at
9 a. m.
Round trip $1.00
From Paducah
Round trip 75c
From Metropolis
ehildr‘tr. Half Pure'
•
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency,
FREE REAL. ESTATE PRICK LIST.
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
Owe
r
ip
•
•
